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Problems associated with wayfinding in airport terminais are not new to airport 

terminal aidiitects and planners. It is a cornmon knowledge oiat some people have 

difficulaeô in locating their destinations in spite of availabiiii of signs. Reasons for 

this are said to be muliirious, and they include the complexity of the terminal and 

the wayfinding aids within it 

This research builds on the quantitative rnodels of evaluating human orientation in 

corn plex buildings. Braaksma and Cook (1 980) proposed a measure called visibility 

index (VI), the value of which indicates the ease of orientation in a terminal. Tosic 

and Babic (19û4) proposed some modification to the evaluation of VI, while O'Neill 

(1 984) pmposed a measure calied inter-connection density (CD) for measuring the 

complexity of a building layout. 

Signs are commonly us& to bring a target that is not visually perceptible to a 

viftual location. but there is a reduction in the available visual access to a target 

when signs are involved. The effects of number of signs, or decision points and 

number of level changes on visual access are investigated. A relationship between 

the slowness in reaching a target, the nwnber of decision points, and the number 

of level changes is developed. The relationship is used as a reduction factor in the 

VI model. 

iii 



Secondary activities am not of the same importance neither are they of equal 

importance with the primary aCtMties. In order to ce# applo~riate attention to these 

activrt'i and to compare the VI of diierent terminais, the weights of the secondary 

activities need to be âetemhed A survey of 32 terminal activity centres was 

conducted The ranks and aie weights of these adivity centres were detennined 

based on suivey responses from airpoit users at three airports. The weights are 

incorporated kit0 the VI moâel. 

The relationship between visibüity index and inter-connection density is 

established. Based on the preoccupancy survey of five airports, VI was found to 

be linearfy related to ICD. The VI of generic tenninals are evaluated. The 

cen tralized radial pier-finger terminal is found to have the highest value of VI, while 

the semi-centralized circular satellite has the least VI. 

Levels of semWce A to E and A to C are defineci. Values of VI, ICD, and the 

combination of the two measures that correspond to these levels of service are 

P~OPO=~- 
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Chapter One 

mODUcTtON 

1.1 General 

Many people who have been in airport teminals either as passengers or welC 

wisher know how diffcult it can sometimes be to find some of th8 places and 

services that one wants in the temiinal building. Being unable to locate what one 

wants in a terminal can be fnistrating e-afly, as is &en the case, if there is a 

time constraint. Airport managers and planners may be cancernecl that their 

terminal does not enhance easy orientation of its users. A lot of time is lost 

annually in directing people to their destinations. Some airports have special staff 

or volunteen that help terminal users mth wayfinding. 

Calgary International Airport (1 993) repocted 11 -8% of its terminal users as having 

wayfinding problems in 1992, whidr translates roughly to 1500 users per &y. 

Although the airport reported 5% of terminal usen as having problems finding their 

way in 1993, a closer look reveals that ovw 18% of those suweyed (209 out of 

1 139) asked for direction from workers and volunteers. About 4% of the suweyed 

terminal users at New York's LaGuardia Airport reporteci having wayfinding 

problems. For an airport that procesîed 20.7 million passengers in 1994 ( Airports 

International. JulyfAugust 1995). the daily average number of passengers with 
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wayfiiding problems may be over 2000. Werner et al (1983) said that asking of 

directions may be an indication of ladt of penonal contrd over needed information, 

whb Barn and Rodin (1981) suggested that control may be a critical factor in 

detemhing environmental satisfaction. 

Factors responsible for wayfinding difficulties hclude signing problems (Dewar and 

Mitchell, 1984). length and number of directional changes (Best, 1970). the number 

of choice points and the cornplexity of the environment (VViesman, 1981; O'Neill, 

1991). Architects have traditionaliy imposed signage on plans rather than plan for 

buildings with wayfinding in mind (Atthur and Passini. 1992). This may result in 

excessive signage, which literatuie has show to be pattiy responsible for 

wayfinding problems in buiit emriionments (Fisher, 1994; and Calgary Airport 

Authority, 1994). Whiie factors contributing to wayfïnding problerns are identifiable, 

an objective method of estimating the magnitude of the problems has received 

very scanty attention in the literature. - 

To date, literature on quantitative measures of wayfinding is limited (Braaksma and 

Cook. 1980; Tosic and Babic. 1984). What does exist has not been calibrated and 

hamionized to a point where it can be easily used by plannen and architects. 

Planners who may use the avaiiable quantitative models do not have any target 

to aim for. Except for Seneviratne and Martel (1994), no other authors have 

proposed a îevel of service based on orientation. 
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1 m O~~OCWOS uid -p. of rtudy 

This reseerch expimes the use of quantitative measures of wayfinding and their 

implications for planning and improvement of wayfinding in air teminals. A critical 

look at the woiks of Braaksma and Cook (19ûû), Tosic and Babic (1980) and 

O'Neill (1991) is undertaken. These models will be knpmved upon by calibrating 

some of aie model parameters and by proposing a new orientation index The 

relationships between the quantitative rneasures are expbred through the use of 

regression anafysis. Aiso. generic teminais will be evaluated so that a sense of 

wayfinding implgkations of the different geometric concepts may ôe obtained at the 

conceptual stage of terminal design. A proposal is made for a level-of-service 

measure based solely on orientation. and level of seMce will be more clearly 

defined and partitioned. 

1.3 Detinttfori af some tenns used in thk thesis 

Many tems that are not particuiarfy familiai to civil engineering are featured in this 

thesis. It is intendeci to define them at this stage so that the reader rnay have a full 

comprehension of aiis iesearch without the need of a special dictionary. The 

definitions am apropriate to this aiesis; they may have other definitions when used 

in other cantexts. Olher tems which are not frequently employed wili be defined 

as used. 
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Architectural ~ b i l l t y :  The degree to which the designeci featureg of an 

environment aid people in creating an effective mental image or 'cognlive map' 

of aie spatial relaths withn a building (O'Neill, 1991). Weisman (1981) defineâ 

it as the degree to which a building facilitates the ability of usen to find their way 

within it. 

Complexity: A building is cornplex if it has many decision points and many 

corridors attached to those decision points, or if wayfinding is difficuit without the 

use of directional signs. 

Cu-: Features in a built environment that give an indication of what may be found 

at certain places. 

Decision point A point, usually an intersection of carridors, where a user has to 

choose between two or more routes, or where there is a need for further 

infornation on which to base a direction finding decision @est, 1970). 

Importance factor: A value between zero and one that describes how important 

an activity or service is at an airport terminal. The higher the value, the more 

important is the adivity centre or service. It is sometirnes referred to as weight. 

Inter-Connedon ûendty (ICD): A numerical measure of building layout 

complexity deveioped by O'Neill (1 991). The higher the value, the more corn plex 

the building is and the more dWiult il would be to navigate through it. 

Landmarks: Distinctive objects, sometimes delibemtely located in a building, to 

which reference can be made. 

Level of service (LOS): A measure of ease of wayfinding that a terminal offen 
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its users. 

hstmss: Defined by 6est (1970) as a deviatior, from the most direct route to a 

destination; ordinariiy, it wuid mean havhg difficulty in finding me's way to an 

intended destination. 

Orientation: ffiowing where ane is in relation to hown landmarks. Cognlive 

maps or mental image are said to conespond to the environment when a 

wayfinder is properly orient& (Dewar and Mitchell, 1984). 

Pre-occupancy: That period before a building becornes occupied It may also refer 

to a time after the building pians have been d m .  

POS1-occupancy: That period a b r  a building has been campletad and is being 

used. 

Plimary actlvity: An activity that is essential to travel. Examples are check-in, 

security check, boarding and enteringlexiting. 

Quantitative masuna: Objective indicators sudi as visibility index (VI) and inter- 

connection density (ICD) that are used to quantify the degree of wayfinding ease 

or difficulty that users of a built environment may experience. 

Seconday activity: An activity whidr, though useful for the comfort and 

convenience of the air terminal users, is not essential to travel. Phoning, dining 

and banking are some of the examples of secondary actMties. 

Sight lino: The visual conn8Ction between two points (Braaksma and Cook, 1980). 

A sight line is said to exlst if one location is seen from another location. 

VisiblUty Inâex (VI): An index based primarily on available sight Iine, which 
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measures the ease of wayfinding in a buiiding. 

Wayfinding: Seeking a destination by navigating thmgh a building or other buik 

environment, 

Waflndlng ri*: Devices such as maps and signs which are designed to direct 

1.4 Thesk layaut 

This thesis is orgamized as follows. Chapter One contains an introduction and 

gives defintions of some of the t m s  used in the thesis. Chapter Two presents the 

review of literature relevant to this research. Chapter Three discusses the 

underlying theories and assumptions used in the development of ais work. 

Chapter Four reports the detemination of the secondary activities importance 

factors. Chapter Fne examines the effects of level changes and number of 

decision points on wayfinding. Chapter six studies the relationship between 

visibility index and inter-connection density. It also lod<s at how wayfinding is 

affecteci by the size and geometiic configurations of aie terminal. Chapter Seven 

discusses level of service as it relates to wayfhding and reports on a case study. 

Chapter Eight. the final chapter, presents the conclusions and recommendations. 



C hapter Two 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

There is an interplay between the ease of wayfinding on one hand and a spatial 

setting and its exhibitecl information, the psychdogical and physiological attributes, 

and the e>cperiences of the wayfinder, on the other. When the environment is rich 

in useful infonnation, wayfindïng is e-ed to be enhanced, but if the setting is 

too cornplex, it may require so much infonnation that, in the end, users become 

more confwed (O'Neill 1991). 

If aie wayfinder's cognitie ability is impaired, ability to assimilate and use the 

environmental information, especially under a time-bound situation, may be limited. 

If the wayfinder is suffering from some disabilities, like reduced vision, reduced 

height (persons on wheelchairs), reduced hearing, cdour blindness, or if the 

wayfinder is illbrate, wayfinding may be a more difficult task. Cultural differences, 

not k ing  able to nad aie language in which the signs are mitten (functional 

illiteracy), and unfamiiiarity with the environment are othei contributors to 

wayfinding difficufty (Garling et al., 1983). 
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Individual daferences in attributes are manifest in the abilii to maintain orientation 

withh the spat W environment (Hirtk and Hudson, 1991 ; Montello and PM. 1993; 

Lawton, 1998). Lawton (1996) sekl that one of the possible reasons for these 

differences is the diiermtial focus on ~vironmental infornation by individuals as 

they find then way. However, Downs and Stea (1977) aie of the opinion that the 

differences result from superior leaming strategies that make m e  people better 

at wayfïnding than oaien. fhey dismissd as a myth the popular belief that men 

are better at wayfinding than women. 

The design of the building (floor plan complexity) may limit visual access between 

parts of the building. When visual access is limited, orientation and wayfinding 

becorne diicult. Gibsori (1950) said that when a destination is visually perceptible, 

'the body movement is rnerely modiiied by the nscessity of avoiding obstacles or 

directing the movement into the field of safe travel.' Garling et al. (1 983, 1986) 

have shown that orientation in a building is Iikely to be much easier if every part 

of the building can be seen from other parts. Building compledty has also been 

shown to have a negative effect on wayfinding (Weisman, 1981 ; O'Neill, 1991). 

This chapter reviews some psychological and physical variables which have effects 

on orientation and wayfÏnding. Cognitive rnapping and cognitive maps are looked 

at in conjunction with some of the factors that facilitate thern. Quantitative 

measures proposed by Braaksma and Cook (1980), and O'Neill (1991), are 



reviewed in detail. Whiie the psychological &nd physidogical aspects of wayfinding 

aie not the su- of thi 1i8588rch. quantitative masures are bas& on the 

assumptions that the users have some level of cognit i  ability and have no 

physiobgical disorder that could hinder their ability to use the information provided 

by the environment. 

2.2 Wayfindlng Probkms and Implicsttons 

It is obvious that some visitors to large and cornplex buildings have difficulty finding 

their destinations within the building. The reasons for this are said to be nurnerous. 

They include pooily designecl and located signs and rnaps. problems of attention, 

memory and understanding on the pan of some wayfinders (Dewar, 1992), 

unfamiliarity with similar environments (Appleyard. 1970), and the complexity of the 

building layout (Best, 1970; Weisman, 1981 ; O'Neill, 1991). 

Chennayeff (1968). Mile Wrifing on orientation and transit systems, stated that 

'the problem (orientation) is also me of confusing or nonexistent information, on 

which al1 other functions depend. Without clear and immediate infonnation, the 

airline passenger who could possibiy transfer quickly and easily to his car or to 

rapid transit remains confused and fnistrated. In effect, there is a clarity gap - a 

gap caused by much more than poor signs'. pp 69. 

The Watergate cornplex in Washington and the wayfmding problem within it were 
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described by McCarthy (1973). Her story tells of the design, signing, and direction 

givhg probkrns and how they impact her aùility to find her way. 

The sense of k i n g  in a high-sewiity casteliatecl fort or series of forts is added 

to by the bwr-levd pasmges. known as Malis. which wnstilute a labyrinth. The 

Mole place in fact is a mete. marked here and there by highly misleading signs 

directing you to 'Les Champs,' 'MaIl,' 'Restaurant,' 'Arcade? When you try to 

follow them. you either go round in circles or end up against a blank. no-entry wall. 

It is as îf there were a war on. end the red, green and Mue directional anows had 

been tumed to point the wrong way in order to confuse the enemy expected to 

invade at sunrise. Everyday, so far, I have got lost in this eerie cornplex, hoping 

to find an Espresso bar that was nimoured to exist somewhere in the vicinity of 

'Les Champs.' Once I found myself in 'Peacork Ailey,. and another time standing 

on the verge of the foibidden swimming ml. Yesterday, though, I readieû the 

goal, following the instruction of the porter. 'You just keep goin' around.' Downs 

and Stea (IQTI), pp 134. 

Carprnan et al. (1984) rep~rted that 78% of the staff at a hospital gave directions 

at least 3 times in a week. Arthur and Passini (1992) reporteci about 8000 work- 

hours are wasted every year in givîng directions to visitors to a hospital. 

Andre (1991) ais0 fepofted that, of the over one million people wtio askeâ for 
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information from the Momiatkn booth at Chicago O'Hare Airport in 1989.74% of 

them asksd for diredion. About 90% of the questions dimcted to the 10 aidine 

customer representatives pertained to direction and only 10% of the 19 people 

surveyed on the use of 'You Are Hemm (YAH) map were able to use it conectly. 

Dewar (1992) fwnd in a survey of hno publk buildimgs that about 18% of the 

visitors had problems finding their destinations. Calgary Airport Authority (1993, 

1994) reported 1 1.8% had wayfinding problems in 1992, and 5% having problems 

in 1993. If the number of those who asked for direction is added to the 1993 

figure. about 18% of the terminal users would have had some problems wayfinding 

at the airport. 

Control over needed information could enhance environmental satisfaction (Baron 

and Rodin, 1981). Asking for directions may be an indication of lack of cantrol over 

the information that is needed to navigate successfully in an environment (Werner 

and Kaminoff. 1983). 

2.3 Newcomem' wayfinding 

The basic question is. how do people relate to a novel environment? Best (1 970) 

said that people will first look for a generic identification of the area in which their 

destination is sited. They then tend to look for their specific destination in the 

genenl area. Some novel users were found to continue to wander randomiy 
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instead of stopping to m i n  information about their positions and the routes 

leading to their destinations. 

Danell et al. (1993) fomd in an expriment canied out on new students in the first 

two weeks of a semester that newcomers who used signs located their 

destinations quidcly. They also found that signs are the most effective wayfinding 

aid and that 'You Are Here' (VAH) maps are the least helpful. They said that the 

superiority of signs over YAH maps stems from the differences in the information 

processing . 

Signs, they said. provide clear cues without requiring a lengthy study time or 

imposing a highei memory load. However, signs were found to not alwâys have 

the advantage it has in their experiment if there is a large number of possible goals 

and the referents for the various goals do not have an order; (e.g), a shopping 

mall. The authom did not find layout cornplex& as an important variable, which 

contras& with Weisman (1981) and O'Neill (1891). Instead, the result of their 

expetiment suggests that wayfinders prefer routes that require low energy 

expenditure. 

Andre (1 991) reported that a majority of infrequent fliers at Chicago O'Hare Airport 

consider signs or YAH maps as being very important, whife the frequent fliers said 

that the conidor signs are the most important. 



2.4 Gender dmennore in wayfinding 

Research has yet to agree that them is a gender differencs in wayfinding abilities. 

Gender diffeiences are said to exist in some measures of spatial abilities. These 

hclude spatial perception, mental rotation and spatiotemporal ability (Bryant, 1982; 

SchifF and Oidak, 1990; Casey and 1990). and neural and homional 

differences (Kimura and Hampton, 1993). 

In a wayfinding emriment, Lawton (1 996) found that women showed greater error 

on pointing tasks and were iess confident than men. Men, he reported, use 

orientation strategy while women use route strategy. Orientation strategy uses 

global reference points such as compass direction mile route strategy uses 

information piovided in the environment, such as where to make a tum. 

While investigating gender differences in direction giving, Ward et al. (1986) found 

that the two genders use different strategies. Most males were found to use 

cardinal diredion and distance in gMng directions while most females used 

landmarks. Females were found to be able to use cardinal direction conectly after 

prompting. They therefore concluded that styiistic preferences may account for 

women not using the cardinal direction as much as men. 

Doms and Stea (1977) dismissed the idea of gender differences as irrelevant to 
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wayfinding ability. They are of the opinion that e%penential. soda1 and need factors 

are better aplenatkns of whatever rnay be perceived as the superiorily of men 

in wayiinding tasks. 

2.5 Owign for waflnding 

In wayfinding design, four ehents  are treatd as carriers of messages that 

cornplment each othei (Passini and Shieb, 1987). The four elements are: 

(1) Architectural elements (entrante, lobbies, stairs. and windows) 

(2) Architectural space (form and volume. organizational principles) 

(3) Graphic supports (signs. directories. and maps) 

(4) Verbal instruction (occupants and regular users of the setüng) 

When these elements are put together, they are supposed to help wayfinders get 

to their destinations with an assurance that they will not be disoriented. Therefore, 

the environment mu& enhance the ability of the wayfinders to process 

Best (1 970) fonulated a performance specification for an efficient direction finding 

system. F irst. the system must contain generic search tenns. Second. it must have 

instructive syrnbols such as amws. Third, t must have an anticipatory phrase. He 

also suggested that al1 signs should be located so that they are visible in advance 

of decision points and that aiese signs must be perpendicular to the direction of 

rnovement. 



Corlett et al. (1072) found that signs which are not placed at decision points and 

which are not pecpendicular to the direction of movement are often missed. They 

also fond that wayfinders se& the mcst direct toute to their destinations and 

expect directional information to be kcated in eievator W e s ,  devator exits and 

public waiang amas. 

Messages must be satisfactorily packaged (Cantilli and Fniin. 1972; Fniin, 1972; 

F niin, 1985) to avoid information overioad. This may be achieved in part by having 

a generous spacing between alphabetic blod<s and colurnns (Passini and Shiels, 

1987). Consistency and placement of waflnding information are also necessary 

if information ovedoad is to be avoided (Best 1970, Cortett et al. 1 972). 

Kaplan (1973) theorized that users' preference and comfort are enhanced when 

a building design faciiltates memhgful wayfindhg behaviour. Expatiating on this 

theory, Evans et al. (lg8û) explahed that people desire sufficient environmental 

coherence in order to make sense of the environment. They argued that 

coherence pemits the users to fomi an overall cognlive sdremata that allows 

plans and masonable predictions to be made. 

Evans et al. (1 980) were of the opinion that environmental information that is 

portrayed too simply in an environment with minimal uncectainty could lead to 
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trivialkation d pr8dicüm. That is, people expect to find lheK surrwndhgs a liale 

bit challeriging Uncertainty is said to be provided by functions and fonns, 

moderate compiexity, and occasional irregularity. Coherence can be maintained 

by knom and recognizable physical forms, conünuous texture gradients, thematic 

graphics or colour maikingsi. 

Building deâign can facilitate wayfïnding by having the folfowing featurea 

(Weisman. 1 985): 

. a clear expression about 11s circulation systern 

. distinct eiernents such as information desk, landscaping, artwork. 

as landmaiks 

. spaces grouped into destination zones 

. architectural differentiation 

. perceptual access 

. plan configuration. 

Malkin (1989) gave the following advice for designing wayfinding solutions to a 

large hospital in California. 

. landmarks should be labelleci 

. jargon in signs should be avoided 

. attention should be focusecl on wayfinding cues 

. relevant signe should be differentiated fm unimportant ones 



. signs shouîd be located with consistency 

. circulaüon mutes shoid b a n a m  ceiehilly 

. elevator bbbies shouiâ be highlighted to make them visible from a 

distance 

. careful attention shouid be given to deSignation of floors below 

ground level 

. Iinkmg buildings at different levels should be avoided. 

Wayfinding should be considered from the drawing board (Arthur and Passini, 

1992). Passini and Shiels (19û7) have show that if an information system is not 

designed as a part of the building, m e  perceptual burden will be placed on the 

wayfinder. Çome of the praMems that may result are: 

message conflias 

message ambiguity 

. message overload 

. message unciarity 

. message deficiency 

.longer route distance 

A badly designed building also lends itsetf ta frequent direction asking which 

is costly in tenns of time and motional energy. 



Wayfinding and orientation in a complex building are aided by the design features 

in the building, as well as signs, maps. directocy bards and humans. A well 

designed environment will be simple to navigate without an extensive use of signs 

(Passini, 1984). Fisher (1994) quoted his professor as saying that, 'if a building 

needs a lot of signage, there is someaiing wmng with its pian.' 

#en wayfinding aids are pmvideû, they should help the waytinders to get to their 

destination and enhance their ability to fonn a cognitive map of the environment. 

Dewar and Mitche11(1984) said that the design of information systems should be 

based on three factors; 

(1) the usen 

(2) the display 

(3) the location. 

Cantilli and Fruin (1872) said that physiology and intellectual ability of the users 

should be considerd when designing an information system. 

2.6.1 Signs 

In complex and large environments where visual access to places are limited, 

there is a need for signs to aid wayfinders. A)though not al1 researchers agree on 

the efficacy of signs, the mai* of environments that require going to places that 



are not visually perceptible are signed to support wayfhding. 

Werner and Kaminoff (1983) found that the provision of signage at the receptim 

of a correctional facility reâuced stress end positiiy aided the wayfinding 

performance of visitors to the facüity. Carpman et al. (1984) found that the 

perceived stress of visitors to an hospita1 reduced as a msutt of adequate signage. 

Dewar and Mitchell (1984) said Bat in novel environments, waflnders often rely 

on signs to gain their orientation. 

Some researchers, however, have show that signage is les effective in easing 

wayfinding diffkulties. Bryan (1982) reporied that in a building which was 

considered to be adequately signed, less than 8% of the people escaping from fire 

reported using the signs to find their way to the exits. Seidel (1983) reported that 

76% of people who had difficuity finding their way in one airport that he studied 

had trouble understanding the sgns, and 30% of the people repolted that there 

were too many signs. 

Carpman et al. (1985) found that the wayfinding behaviour of people initially 

entenng a hospital was influenced more by visual accBss ta their destinations Vian 

by the available signs. Weisman (1 987) reported that only 18% of nursing home 

residents mentioned the use of signs as a strategy for finding their way. 
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Dewar and MicheIl (1984) identrfied thme sQning pioblems that can cause 

wayAnding problems. They are: 

(1) irnprecise information (users are not sure what the sign means 

or for whm it was intended) 

(2) inconsistent application (incomplete signing, various types of 

styies of signs and symbols) 

(3) inappropriate application (part of the original meaning which may 

be understood in a familiar context is not relevant). 

The basic functions of signs are to identify a place and to provide 

information that wouM lead W n d e r s  to their destinations. There are three basic 

types of signs: 

(1 ) Identification signs 

(2) Diredional signs 

(3) Reassurance signs 

2.6.1.1 Identification signs 

These are signs that confimi the narne of a place. Sometimes they tell of what is 

going on in that place. As Passini (1 984) put it, They identify an object, a place, 

or a person in space'. Even if a setting is not comptez and if al1 the important 

locations in it can be seen, identification of places may still be necessary to 

remove any doubts in the mind of the wayiinder. 
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2.6.1.2 Dlnctlonid dgns 

These king destinations to a virhial bation. They di- the wayfinder to his or 

her destinatizms with mds, syrnbok, and amms. They are usually placed on the 

route to a destination, especially where decisions have to be made. 

2.6.1.3 Rbeswrana dgnr 

These are signs that tell the wayfinder that Uley are still on the nght track. They 

have ail the features of directional signs. They are piaced along long conidors if 

the distance between decision points is too long. A long distance would correspond 

to the maximum time a piece of information can be retained in short terni memory. 

Information is stored in the short terni memory for 20 to 30 seconds. Fruin (1 985) 

recommended placing massurance signs at 75 feet (23 m) intervals. 

For signs to be effective, the following points, given by Fruin (1 985) and Afth ur and 

Passini (1 9W), shouîâ be considered. 

. the number of independent pieces of information on a sign should 

be kept to a minimum 

. the message content should not iequire translation into other terrns 

or units 

. consistency and continuity must be maintained with other signs in 

the system 

. grephic signs sfrould be distinctive 
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. modem type faces and easily recognited logos or symbds should 

be used 

. proper letter s b s  shouîd be used 

. signs must be fieeof glare or halation effects 

. adequate illumination shouid be provided 

. to avoid confusion, other signs, especially advertising signs, should 

not be placed in the vicinity of iôentiftcation and directional signs 

. clear sight line should be provided between the user and the signs. 

2.6.2 Maps 

It is important to discuss maps as an aid to wayfinding. Maps are abstract 

representations of an actual setting (Passini, 1984). Maps are provided in many 

cornplex environments to assist users in orienting themselves. They are also 

provided to present the spatial relations of a settïng. Maps are different than signs 

because they provide the users with more than one type of information (Passini, 

1 984). 

Meps are either vertically mounted. hor~ontally mounted, or handheld (pocket 

size). Veitically and horiwntally mounted ones are mostly YAH maps. Maps are 

presented as plans (two dimensional), views (three dimensional) or as fantasy 

drawings, (Passini, 1 984). 
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When a plan indiites the distance relations of Ihe elements in aie setting it is 

called a true-tescale map. A pian that emphasizes m e  features and under- 

emphasites or omits other features is calied a sdiematic map. Viws are three 

dimensional. and bnce, elminate distance distortion. Sbes and distances may be 

distorted if three dimensional drawings (views) are d m  as a bird's eye view. 

Fantasy maps are supposed to amuse as well as give essential information 

(Passini, 19û4). Whiie fantasy maps assist in wayfinding, they also emphasise the 

quality of a place. 

Maps have been found to be useful to wayfinders Men they are well drawn and 

well mounted. Talbot et al. (1993) reported that, after lwking at the map upon 

arrival, 50% of visitors to a museutn were better oriented, 45% were more 

cornfortable, 41% lOOk8d forwad more to the vislt and 28% were more interested 

in seeing the museum. After experimenting with a number of maps, Talbot et al. 

(1993) found that novices are readily overwhelmed by a large amount of 

information, and that immediate comprehension of maps is a critical factor in map 

design. 

Maps should be designed to highlight the essential features of the setting and to 

lin& the ekments in such a way that users are well oriented towards their 

destinations. A map should show reference points distinctly, and show horizontal 

and vertical circulation systems of a building conectly. A map should emphasize 



spatial organization, spatial encksure, and spatial cone~pondmce (Arthur and 

Passini, 1991). Information on the map shouid be Iimtted ('Talbot et al., 1993); 

textuel information in m a p  should prefembiy be horhmtal, and vertical ones kept 

away from the beghning of horiuwitally printed texts (Phillips, 1979). 

Levine (1982) gave the following advice regarding the design and placement of 

YAH maps. 

. identify and label important elements and reference points in the 

setting and on the map 

. choose the map location to emphasize the relation of the user's 

position to the sunoundhg 

. show the position of the user on the map by a bi-part syrnbol. 

. introduce redundancies to reinforce correspondence with the setting 

and to rassure the user 

. orient map to align with the setting. 

2.7 Letter Siws and Legibility 

The basic condition for sign legibility is contrast in brightness (Smith, 1979). 

Contrast allows signs to be discriminated against their background. For a sign 

display to be effective. its message must be visible, distinguishable and easily 

interpretable (Kantowitz and Sorkin. 1983). 
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M e r  sites depend on viewing distance. The iegibility of a displayed letter 

depends on what may be described as the letter's subtended visual angle (at a 

given viewing distance) (Zwahlen et  al., 1995). Visual angle is cornputeci as the 

ratio of letter heigM (h) to the viewing d i c e  0. 

After studying over 300 printed displays. Smith (1979) found that 100% of the 

letters whose sires ranged from Imm to 55mm are legible at the visual angle of 

0.007 radians. with 90% of aiem iegible at a visual angle of 0.003 radians. The 

visual angle of 0.003 radian gives 3mm of letter height to 1 m of viewing distance. 

This is the minimum letter size recommended for the majority of viewers under 

good Iighting conditions. It is recommended that the size be doubled for the 

general population (Fruin, 1985). Other recommended standards are compiled by 

Smith (1 979) and are show in fable 2.1. 

Letter height detemines panel size and cost Lower case letters with initial capitals 

provide a more attractive format (Phillips, 1979; Fruin, 1985), but Arthur and 

Passini (1 99 1) suggested that letters should be al1 capital$. Phillips (1 979) found 

that Times rather than Univers type face aids a quicker name search, but Arthur 

and Passini (1 991) said that the Helvetica type face with an open San serif lettering 

is widely used in transportation tenninals. 



Tabb 21. Fkcommonda!ionr for ahm d dkpîayad kttM (Smlth, 1979) 

Snellen E Chart 

Reasonabie ske (of numerals) 
(Munei. 1985; Fletcher. 1972) 

Elect ronic displays 
(Shurtleff. 1967; Gouid, 1968) 

Preferred size (of manual) 
(Duncan and K w .  1970) 

MiL-siP1472B (lm) milRay standarâ 
General label, good viewing 

Non-criticai data 

Critical data. fixed msition 

High luminance h 3.4cdlm2 
Low luminance 3.4 cd/m2 

Critical data. variable msition 

High luminance 
Cow luminance 

Using the visual angle for nomiai acuity ( 0.0015), a letter sign placed at 25m 

should have a minimum lette? heigM of 38mm. For a reasonable size of numeral, 

the letter height for the same distance will be 73mm. which is about the 75mm 

(3rnm per vigmng metre) recommended by Fruin (1985). 

Zwahlen et al. (1995) conducteci a review of the literature on ietter legibility. They 

established a functional relationship between the visual angle (a), widai to height 
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ratio (WM), hterspacing to h e i i t  ratb (SM), and stdce winh to height ratio 

(SWM). 6y regtessing the visual angle ageinst each of the listeci veriabîes. the 

authors estabI'ished that visual angle has a second order relationship with each of 

the variables. They mduded that legibili of characters depends on, but is not 

limited to, charade? heiït, widoi, stmke width. hei@Wddth ratio, height-stroke 

width ratio, inter-character spacing, and inter-line spacing, as well as a possible 

interaction between these factors. m e r  conclusions are; 

. meaningful words such as textual signs are more legible than 

unrelata characters such as licence plate for both positive and 

negative cwitrasts 

. wide letters have longer legibility distance than narrow letters 

if there is a positive contra& betwwn letters and background, the 

characters usually require smaller stroke width than when the 

contrast kg ibility is negative. 

Contrast legibility is defined as: 

where, 

C is the contrast legibility, 

LC is the character luminance, and 

is the background luminance. 



In order to have the cognitive map of an environment. the mental mapping of the 

spatial environment has to first take place. The processes invoived in getting to the 

final product, the cognitihre map, is calied cognitive mapping (Domis and Stea. 

1977). 'Cognitive mapping is an abstraction covering those cognitive or mental 

abilities that enable us to cdlect, organize. store. recall, and manipulate 

information about the spatial environment. Above all. cognitive mapping refers to 

a process of doing: it is an activity that we engage in rather than an object that we 

have. It is the way which we have corne to grips with and comprehend the wodd 

around us.' Oowns and Stea (1977). pg 6. Weiseman (1981 ) is of the opinion that 

the ease and accuracy with which a cognitive map of an environment can be built 

may have an impact on wayfïnding behaviour. 

Literature now discusses cognitive mapping as a preamble to foming a maplike 

representation of oui spatial environment. Downs and Stea (1973) said that while 

what is being mapped is known. very little is knom about the way a cognitive rnap 

is generated and how t can be altered. Becks and Wood (1976) said that a 

'coherent theory' is absent in the cognitive mapping field. Passini (1 980) said that 

attention has just only been called to the process involved in solving wayfinding 

problems. 
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lttleson (1973) suggested tha?, in spite of hdi iual  âifferences. people seem to 

order perceptual resparises to aie environment aiwnd; affect. orientation. 

categorization, systemization and manipulation. These five levels of analysis are 

distinct, yet interrelated. He deRned these levels of analysis generelly as follows: 

(1) affect is the emoüonal response to the environment 

(2) orientation is the acquisition of environmental knowfedge, which 

resufts in cognitive mapping 

(3) categorhation is the chunking of information into several groups 

(4) systemization is the systemaüc analysis of reiationships within the 

environment 

(5) manipulation is the pmcess of interacting wiai the environment 

and leaming the consequences of the interaction. 

Beck and Wood (1976) are of the opinion that the formation of a cognitive map 

depends on coding and recoding the environmental stimuli and preparing them for 

mapping and wayfinding. Mental maps dl into play knowledge assimilated over 

long time peiiods. They also said that the questions which are of interest to 

cognaive information processing am: 

. how does an individual transform or code a stimulus? 

how are the essential features from the stimulus extracted? 

how is the coded information useâ to modify some intemal 

representation of the extemal world? 
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. how is the intemal ~ ~ t i o n  manipulated to represent events 

h space and tirne? 

. how is this repmtation used to orgenke, initiate and control 

movement? 

Dewar and Mitchell (1984) said that cornmon operations in cognitive mapping are: 

rotation. scaling. generalization, symbolization, verbalization, representation and 

extemalization. They defined the ternis as follows: 

. rotation is the ability to align a cognitive map with the actual 

environment 

. scaling is the distortion in the cognitive map as a result of 

inappropriate synchron kation 

. generalization occurs when one is scaling either up or down 

. syrnbolization is the tenâency to use syrnbols to represent features 

in the environment 

. verbalization is the labelling of the features in a setüng 

. presentation is the pictorial view of the environment 

. extemalization is the drawing of the environment. 

Holahan and Dobrowolny (1978) found that in using maps drawn by subjects in a 

cognlive mapping experiment, the subjects tended to distoR the rnap in 

correspondence to their spatial behaviour. Their findings showed that subiects 
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exaggetated the skes of the places they visited frequently and oml details from 

the drawing of places they ad not d l h e  et. This suppoits Appieyard's (1970) 

obsemtion that inhabitants of a local area included more spatial elements in their 

drawn maps aian did those from othei parts of the city. 

Evans et al. (1980) found that cokur coding aids the cognitive mapping of an 

experimental building. Two groups of subjects who were equally unfamiliar with the 

building were made to perform wayfinding tasks under colour coded and non- 

colour coded conditions. The authors found that subjects in the colour coded 

groups made fewer mistakes in locating üieir targets and were. most times. able 

to take the shortest route to their destinations. The colour coded groups were also 

reported to have higher recall end recognition memory than the noncdour coded 

group. 

Gailing et al. (1983) have s h m  that familiarity with an environment faciiitates 

orientation. In an experiment to determine the effect of familiarity on wayfinding. 

subjects who were familiar with the test building were found to improve in 

wayfinding tasks more than subjects who did not have any prior knowledge of the 

building. 

Other researchers have attempted to use biology to explain the formation of 

cognitive maps. Edelman (1 W) posited that perceptual categorization depends 
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on the kcal cortical sensory maps and local matof maps. In addition to these, 

thalarnic nudei  basal ganglia. and cerebellum are said to inteiact to f m  the 

global rnapping that permit objed definition. al1 as a remît of continual motor 

activity. Mark and Frank (1 990) are of the opinion that the experiential rnodels of 

the woild am based on sensorimotor and visual experiences with the environment. 

These, they saki, fonn in indiiual mincis as the associated bodies and senses 

exprience theif worlds. 

Mark and Frank (1990) support an earlier theory of Kaplan (1 976) which States 

that object recognition arises in a person's head through repeated experience with 

the object. Kapian fumer stated aiat aie concepts of proximity, order, and distance 

play an important rob in a wide variety of spatial matter. It can thus be infened 

that the arrangement of elements in a spatial setting will facilitate the mental 

mapping of the setting, and familiarity with an environment will enhance the 

upgrading of the mental map. 

2.9 C~gnithn miip 

Cognitive maps are the end results of cognitive mapping. They are the 

representation of the environment that is coded in the mind of the wayfinder. Hart 

and Moore (1973) defined a cognitive map as an intemalized reflection and 

reconstruction d smce in thought. Kaplan (1 973) describeci a cognitive map as 

a mental construct which is used to understand and know the environment. Kaplan 
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(1976) described a cognitbe rnap as an abstract repmsmtation which is partial, 

incornpiete. and schematic. Doms and Stea (1977) calid them 'Maps in minds'. 

Dewar and Mitchell (1984) defined a cognitive rnap as some soit of intemal 

representatbn of me's environment They said 'the intemal representations are 

relied upon to provide direction to oui locanotive activitii.' Walmsey et al. (1 990) 

said that a Cognitive rnap is a mental device which we use to simplify, code, and 

order the cornplex wrfd of oui interaction with the environment. Downing (1992) 

described cognitive maps as impressions, thought, feelings and ideas which are 

suspended until the mind solicits, changes, distorts or manipulates its contents for 

some immediate purpose. Kitchin (1994) said that cognitive maps help us store 

information, and make spatial decisions about ou? environment. 

Some researchers disagree mai the reference to a cognitive rnap as an intemal 

representation. Kuiper (1 978) describecl a cognitive rnap as common sense 

knowledge about the environment which is obtained and used without any 

concentrated effort. Buttenfield (1986) was repotted to argue that the cognitive 

rnap is not an intemal representation of the environment, but the extemal product 

of rneasurement (Kitchin, 1994). 

Siegel and Cousins (19û5) argued that cognitive maps are a convenient fiction. 

They said 1 is an abstraction that was created to understand the activity of 
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cognitive meppmg. Kitchh (1994) argued thet a cogniüve map is a hypothetical 

consmict which aliegedly has mal status. 

2.10 ûth8? t.cton thrt hrvr dhcb on cognition and myfinding 

Wayfinding c m  be affected either positiiy or negativeiy by factors such as odour, 

shape, caiour, emotional mood state of the wayfimder. and forgetting or inability to 

recall. Emotional mood state has an impact on wayfwding as the ability to recall 

or use mfomation may be affeaed by the user's mood. Forgetting could be a 

result of the user's mood, which can be canpounded by the way the environmental 

information is dispensed. 

2.10.1 Odour 

Wayfinding could be enhanced by odour. This may not necessarily be by design 

but mustly by accident. Many activw centres in transportation teminals do not 

have any smells by which they can be recognhed, but those that do have distinct 

odour cwld lead wayfinden to them. Foi example, restaurants may give off food 

smells; bars, may give off smells of alcohol; and a coffee shop may give off the 

smell of coffee. 

Many people are familiar with these smells making odours additional cues for 

wayfinding. Marquez (1970) was quoted by Downs and Stea (1977) as saying of 

Ursula, a chad who was losing her sight to catacacts, 'she discovered the 
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unforseen help of odours which were defined in the shadows with a strength that 

was rnuch more mvinchg aian that of bulk and cdoui'. 

Rabin and Cain (1984) showed that familiaiity with odour aids verbal labelling and 

recognition. They said that famirsir odours aie less IJueiy fogotten, even when 

forgetting is related to time lapse. Cann and Ross (1989) found that wods which 

were learned in the presenœ of an odour were better remembered in the presence 

of that odour. Schab (1 990) examined odours as a memory retrieval cue. He found 

that reinstatement of odour context improves overall recall, and that odoun 

function as effective memory cues. These results could be useful in place 

identification for those who cannot read and foi the visually impaired. It could also 

reinforce the sense of location of those activity centres that could be associated 

with particular odours. 

2.1 0.2 Emutional Mood State 

The state of mind of the wayfindeis may have an impact on their abil0Ry to 

effectively use the environmentel information to their advantage. Wayfinding b e l  

is a task which is known to be capable of inducing stress in wayfinders (Bronzaft 

et al., 1976; Zimnng, 1981). People in a depressed mood have reduced ability to 

recall leamed information. Those who are stressed by the difficulty of wayfinding 

may have their mood depressed, which may further inhibit their abüity to recall. 

Frequent occurrence of disorientation is 8 ~ p e ~ t 8 d  to heightm anxiety in the 



Ellis et al. (1984) said that memory repmsentation is dependent on two classes of 

events; one is the process involved in the properties of the things to be 

remembered, aie other is the characteristb of the individual mat either enhanm 

or constrain paRicu4r encoding processes. Emotional mood state and anxiety are 

examples of an individual characteristic, and are disaissecl by Muller (1978). 

Leight and Ellis (1981), and Clark, Milberg and Ross (1983). 

2.10.3 Forgetüng 

There is a general consensus among researchen in memory and cognition that 

forgetting is related to the passage of tirne. They disagree mainîy on the effect of 

original îeaming on forgetting. Slamecka and McElree (1 983). and Bogart (1 990) 

argued that information retained after a given time is not dependent on the degree 

of original leaming; whereas, Loftus (1985) and Loftus and Barnber (1 990) argued 

that information retained after a t h e  lapse is dependent on the degree of learning. 

60th schools of lhought used the exponential decay theory to buttress their points. 

While Bogart used the vertical separation between the forgetting cuives to arrive 

at his conclusion, Loftw used the horizontal separation between the cunres to 

explain his conclusion. Forgetting cuwes are graphs which show the amount of 

infomation that a person retains after that information was first leamed. They are 

cuwes obtained when eithei the number of items tecalled or trace strength is 



pktted a g a i i  retenticm interval. 

Wixted (1990) said that the d i i e f e n ~  bstween the conclusions reached by the 

two groups are as a result of their defhitions of what forgetting is. He gave four 

definitions of forgetting which he called ml, m2 ma and me 

(1) ml is defiied as the number of items forgotten per unl  time. 

(2) m2 is defined as the proportion of to-ôe-forgotten items that are 

still retained. 

(3) m3 is the amount of tirne required to fall through a range of 

performance either in absalute or on a relative basis. 

(4) m4 is the time required to fall through a proportional range of 

performance. 

Both ml and m2 are the skpes of the forgetting curves, whereas m3 and m4 are 

the inverse of the dope of the forgetting cuwe. Again, the number of items 

forgotten per unit of üme is not the same as the number of to-be-forgotten items 

that are still retained. This is one of the masoris why the two groups did not corne 

to an agreement on the effect of original leaming on forgetting. 

Forgetting has an implication on wayfmding. How long it takes to forget 

environmental information may detemine the location of massurance signs. Does 

the degree of original leaming have any effect on forgetting? If it does, how should 
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the Monnation provided to the terminal users k, stnidured to aid a better 

learning? One is. houever, more apt to believe that a well îeamed piece of 

infornation may be less easily forgottm than information which h not well leamed. 

Passini (lm, 1984), Weisman (1 987), O'Neill (1 991) and Arthur and Passini 

(1992), have given suggestions on how to design an environment and how to 

present information in a designed environment to aid spatial leaming and cognition. 

Moeser (1988) has show through a wayfinding experiment in a hospital cornplex, 

that the fint year nursing studerits (novices) who took time to leam the hospital 

environment had iess diffiilty finding their way than the third year students who 

did not take time to leam the environment. This supports the theory that the 

degree of original leaming affects fotgetting. 

2.1 1 Measunment of spatial cognition and wayfinding perfomuinca 

Spatial cognition is studied by methods such as map drawing (Appleyard 1 970). 

distance estimation (Briggs. 1973), angle estimation (Sadalla and Montello, 1989). 

describing features of a traversed setting. and pointing to a target (Gentry and 

Wakefield, 1991 ; Montello and Pi&. 1993; W o n ,  1996). Pointing accuracy is 

often used as a measure of environmental orientation. Bryant (1982) has shown 

that politing accuracy is related to seif ieported mse of direction and anxiety 

about b e m i n g  lost. 
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The data obtained from using these methods a n  a n a m  foi the number of 

enors, richness of content and the acairacy af their location, type of maps drawn 

(linear or spatial) (Appleyafd, 1970; Passini, 1980), eleaggeratim or contraction of 

sizes (Kaplan, 1976). and number of contents (Downs and Stea, 1977). 

On the arirer hand. wayfinding perfomance is measured by IdSfness (deviation 

from direct route) (Best, 1970), number of wrong tums (Collette et al., 1972; 

Werner and Kaminoff. 19û3; O'Neill, 1991) bacictmcking, hesitation, time to 

complete the wayfinding task and rate of travel (O'Neill. 1991). 

2.12 Efhct, of architecturai legibility, floor plan configuration and signage 

on wayfinding accumcy 

Weisman (1981) defined architectural legibility as the degree to which a building 

facilitates the ability of oie users to find #eir way within it. Weisman's (1981) 

study was bui t on Kapian's (1 973) environmental cognition model. His assum ptim 

was that most architectural oettings, as with large scale snvironments, are too 

extensive to be perceived in their entirety from any one location. He gave four 

variables that may impact wayfmding endeavours. 

(1) type(s) of signage provided 

(2) the ability to see thmugh or out of a setting 

(3) the extent to which one location lodo different from other 

locations 



(4) the overall pian mut of a m. 

Weisman (1981) found that the overail plan configuration. and in particular, the 

ease and accuracy with which one c m  build a mental picture of a setting, may 

have a corisideraôle impact upon wayfmding behaviour. By using measures such 

as pmfermce, complexity, ease of descrlptiion, ease of memorization. symmeiry, 

mguiarity, and conünuity, he found that there is a strong relationship between the 

reported ease of wayfinding and th8 simplicity of plan configuration. Simplicity 

judgement provided by raters in his experiment accounted for 56% of the variance 

in reported frequency of disorientation. He then concluded that plan configuration 

is a strong predictor of wayfinding behaviour. 

Beaumont et al. (19û3) found that floor plan layout was equally important to 

signage in wayfnding. Bronzaft and Dobrow (1984) suggested that simplicity and 

regularity of flaor plans aid people in leaming about the layout of a space. Nichol 

et al. (1 991) stated that the primaiy cause of wayfinding diiicuity in transportaiion 

centres is the compledty of the configuration of hall-ways. and the number of 

choice points within them. 

O'Neill (1991) investigated the influence of different types of signage, and the 

influence of flaor plan complexity on obsewed wayfinding perfomance. He also 

detemined the interaction between fioor plan complexity and type of signage and 
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then effects on wayfind'mg perfomiance. He said that, although the review of 

literature is equhrocal on the usefuhess of signag8, signs are ftequently used to 

mligate wayfinding pmblems- He suggested that the interadion between signage 

and plan confîuration may be parHy responsiMe for the iack of consistent findings 

related to the Muence of signage on wayfinding. 

His research showed that backtrackkig, stopping and lmking, and wrong tums 

increase as complexity, which is judged by ICD. increases. The rate of travel 

(speed of walking) increaçea as complexity decreases. 

Three types of signs were evaluated for their effects on wayfinding, they are: 

(1) textual signage 

(2) gfaphic signage 

(3) no signage 

Rate of travel was highest when signs were gmphics, and least when there were 

no signs. The superiority of graphic signs ove? textual signs for the rate of travel 

measure, the author explained, may be due to the proôability that textual 

information takes longer to pprocess than graphic symbols. Both backtracking and 

wrong tums were reported to be lowest with textual signs and highest for no signs. 

O'Neill's (1991) study shawed that signage increases the rate of travel and 

reduces backtradcing, regardless of the level of complexity. In simple settings, 
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signage was said to be a distraction rather than a help, because less complex 

settings with signage cause more hesitations than settings wiaiout signage. This 

mfims Evans et al. (1980). As fioor plan cunplexity incmases, signage was 

reporteci to be more effective in reducing hesitaths. 

O'Neill concluded thet, m i t e  the use of signage. plan configuration exerted a 

significant influence on wayf ing  performance. Subjects in signed complex 

settings took more wrong tums than those in unsigned but simple settings. Rate 

of travel, backtracking and hesitations were reporteci to be not better in signed 

complex settings than in unsigned simple settings. The presence of signage, he 

found. was not able to compensate for wayfinding problems due to the cornplexity 

of the floor plan. 

2.13 Quantitathre measures 

To have a feel for the magnitude of wayfinding problerns that may be encountered 

in a built environment requires, in addition to the subjective measures. a 

consideration for q~antfiiable Variabk that have effects on waflnding. Gibson 

(1 950) said the best way to study orientation is by going to a visible object. So, if 

an object is seen, there will be less likelihood of getting lost when trying to reach 

the object. 

Merature has show that the availabiiii of visual access between destinations in 
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an environment enhances wayfind'i (Gailhg, 1 Maiùin, 1989). Braaksma and 

Cook's (1 980) model of visual connection sought to date the ease of wayfinding 

to the value of amilaMe iine of right between places in an environment. 

2.1 3.1 Bmaksma and CwKs mode1 (1980) 

This mode1 attempâed to measure human orientation or ease of wayfinding 

quantitatively. The mode1 was based on mathematical modelling of sightline 

netwoiks. The airport tenninal was mpresented by nodes and links in a netwoik. 

Nodes aie activity centres, Mile links are simtlines. An activity centre was defined 

as a facility within the terminal where passengers are processed or partake in 

optional activities. 

Their study equated visual access, Mich is depicted by the number of available 

sight lines, as a measure of how easy wayfinders could find their way in a 

transportation terminal. They defined a quantity calleci visibility index (VI) as the 

ratio of the number of sight limes availabie between activii centres and the total 

number of sight lines that should exist within the terminal. The existing sight lines 

are recorded in an adjacency matrin A score of 1 is recorded when a target is 

seen either directly or through signs, and a zero (O) is recorded when a target is 

not seen from an acüvity centre. 

Visibility index was then defined as: 



more, 

is the number of availabfe sigM fines. and 

N is the nurnber of nodes (adivity centres) h the network. 

The VI of an actMty centre is given as the average sightlines to and from the 

adivity centre. This is show in Equation 2.3. 

where, 

VIi ïs the visibility index of adMty centre i, 

L, is the number of availabb sight line from an activity centre i, and 

LTi is the nurnôer of available sight lines to actMty centre i. 

To compare teminals, the authors definecl a base matrix which contains equal 

numbers of nodes. They selected 26 nodes which they considered important. and 

used them in calculating visibility indices of 8 terminais. This methad, they said, 

brought the terminais to the same base for cornparison purposea. By conducting 

a survey of the users, the authors were able to conclude that VI with and without 

signs is a good indicator of the wayfmding diff~culty that users experience. 



2.13.2 MOdHicdion af Braaksma and Code's model 

Tosic and WC (1984) proposed modifications to Braaksma a d  Cook's (1980) 

quantitative methad of measurhg terminal orientation. They suggested that when 

evaluating the visibility index of a terminal, mly visual connections which have 

functional meanings should be considered. The authors also proposed that weights 

should be given to different secondary activities. 

In echoing Braaksma and Cook (1980). Tosic and Babic (1984) said that 

orientation of temiinal users is highly dependent on visible sight Iines between 

local departum points and local destination points. Level of lighting, human traffic 

density and mognizability of activii centres are sme of the contributory factors. 

The authors argueâ that 10036 visibility is possible only in very small teminals. 

More complex buildings, whidi have more than one ievel, do not have even a 

theoretical chance to be highly ranked. even when the passenger orientation within 

thern is very good. They suggested that when the total estimate of the visibility 

index is k ing performed. a matrbc of needed visual connection should be formed. 

The rest of t h  metrix should be left empty. 

Tosic and 6abic aie of the opinion that the cannectivity between two points A and 

B should not be corisidered necessary if there is no need to ever go from A to B. 

They cited the case of separate arriva1 and departure flows. Also, when prirnary 

actMties have to be perfonned in a sequence, such that passengers have no need 
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to see places they have pas& through, because îhey can not go badc to them. 

They classifi ail the connections in the nehNork as either relevant or irelevant 

and described a matrix of relevant connection as: 

where, 

1 if the connection between i and j is relevant 
Cid ' { * &e. 

The matrix of visual connectivity is written as: 

C - [ci$ 

fhe visibility index VI is then m e n  as: 

' 1 if node j is risible from node i 
O otherwise 
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The second modification they pmposeâ amse from the inequality of the importance 

of actMty centres. In their opinion, all activïty centres are not of quai importance. 

They said it is bgical for prlnary acoviti to have higher weights than inndary 

activities since pfirnary adivities have to be performed by al1 passengers. 'If the 

weight for al1 cmnectivity indicators qi are quai. a terminal with well-located, 

numerous secondary activities and badly-locateâ and badly-connecteci prhary 

activities could have a much higher index than a terminal with well located and 

visible primary activities and dislocated secandary activities.' (Tosic and Babic, 

1 984). 

They proposed that the visibility of al1 points be weighted by ascribing a value of 

1 to each primary actMty and values between O and 1 to each secondary activity. 

Each secondary actmty j has a weight wj. The weight is then used to multiply the 

visibility indicator cy. The visibility index is then defined as: 

% # O  
VI- 

The weight wi is e-ed to be detennined for each secondary adivity centre. A 

suggested method is by finding the proportion of the passengers using each 

secondary activity- 



Anoaier of their proposah is for computing the total orientation index for buildings 

with cornplex pa55811gws W. This is done by cornputing partial indices VI, for 

individual passenger fbw k, and then ushg equation 2.8 to ampute VI. 

where, 

pk is the proportion of passager flow k in the building. 

Modak and Patkar (1984) used Braaksma and Cook's model to detennine 

the visibility indices of two rail terminais. Four assumptions were made in recording 

the existence of sight Ihes. 

(1) A node can be recognized through signs or symbols 

(2) a facility is considerd recdgnizable if it is not farther than 120m 

(3) passengers can mad signs in the language it was written 

(4) pamger  can turn round for viewing in different directions. 

Their results showed that both terminais have identical visibili indices, 42.6% and 

41.0%. values, which the authors concluded, reflected the level of service the 

temiinals offered their users. 

2.1 3.3 Inter-connedon Density (ICD) 

O'Neill (1 991 ) developed an objective measure called inter-connect ion density 

(ICD) to measure the complexity of the plan layout. ICD is computed by summing 
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al1 the links to al1 the decision points and d ~ d h g  the sum by the number of 

decision points h the building. C D  is the average number of lhks or corridors per 

choice point. The higher the ICD is, the more difficult wayfinding Mll be in a 

mm plex building. 

7he mean t h e  to find a target, average number of mong tums, and average 

number of incidences of badctrzcking were al1 found ta increase with increase in 

CD. The author also found that even with incremental ûiierences in ICI) between 

settings, signifiant differences were reported for measures of accuracy of the 

cognitive map obsenred and for waflnding performance. O'Neill (1 991) conduded 

that topologid complexity appean to be an important environmental variable that 

has the capability of infiuencing the overall legibility of the environment, especially 

at the early stages of environmental leaming. 

2.1 3.4 Route Uncertainty mode1 

Best (1970) found that the mute uncertainty that is associated with wayfinding is 

a functim of the information that must be pmessed in order to get from the origin 

to the destination. Route uncertainty is computed by multiplying the chances of 

making a correct decision at al1 the decision points along the origin-destination 

route. If three choiœs can be made at a decision point, the wayfinder has a 

chance of IR of choosing correctly. The value obtained by multiplying successive 

choice probaûilities together was found to have a finear relation to the percentage 
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of uuayfinders who had pcoblems firding their ways in an experimentai building. 

The author also found that the pemtage of users who get lost is predidable by 

the number of choice points dong a route. 

2.14 Coricl~donai 

The literature review has shom that to form a cognitive map d an environment, 

a process called cognitive mapping is an essential process. It has also been found 

that a cogniave mep is constantly updateâ to include more details as the individual 

gets more femiliar with an environment. 

The review discusses the design of the environment, the available wayfinding aids, 

and the state of mind of the wayhders as some of the factors facilitating cognitive 

rnapping. A designed environment that does not lend #self to easy wayfïnding will 

have a negative effect on cognitive mapping. A badly designed sign system will 

mate confusion and complicate wayfmding. 

Quantitative rneasures such as VI, ICD and route uncertainty have been found to 

be useful tools in assessing both aie pre- and post occupancy wayfinding problerns 

that may exist in a cornplex environment. If aie VI of a built environment is high, 

it will be easy to find one's way W i n  t If the ICD is low, wayfindirig is supposed 

to be easy. Route uncertainty helps in analysing the ease of navigation between 

two points in a built environment. 



3.1 Introduction 

Factors affecting human orientation in buP environments have both physical and 

psychological dimensions. The physical variables are mostly due to human 

interference resulting from the need to alter the natural environment to suit specific 

needs. Even in the untoucheci environmmts, aiere are physical elements which 

are not man made but which enhance or place limitations on wayfinding. The 

psychological variables may be peculiar to individuals and could be noticed in the 

realms of the experientlal and cognitive abilities of the wayfinden. Wrapped in the 

psychokgical consideration are m e  human physiological and mental attributes 

as well as the stress level of the wayf~~der. 

The number of the factors affecting wayfinding is limited. Their individual 

contributions are not well known, but th8k aggregate effect is known to be 

exhibited in the wayfinding problems that some people have in navigating their 

ways through the environment. Measurabie physical guantitii include: 

. the ske of the environment 

. the number of decision points 



. the length of the conidors 

. the nurnber of corridors Cnked to each decision point and 

. the number of level changes. 

Physical quanütis that may not be easily rneasured but whicb have effects on 

wayfinding are: 

. landmarks and their locations and 

. edour cading. 

3.2 Slght line analysb 

Braaksma and Cook (l9ûû) modelled teminals as a network consisting of nodes 

and links. The nodes represent activity centres and the links represent the sight 

fines. A sight line is a W 8 d  by such physical attributes as baniers and distance. 

Their proposed Visibility Index (W). w h i i  is the ratio of the aggregation of places 

to which sight lines are available to the total number of places that should be seen, 

was predimteâ on the analysis of sight lines in a network A sight Iine matrix 

records 1 for a target that is visually perceptible from a point of observation and 

O for a target that is not visually perceptible. Visual perception includes indirect 

connection through the use of signs and symbols. VI was described as: 



where, 

$ is number of avaiiabie sïght lines (direct and indirect) and 

N is the number of adMty centres or nodea. 

A typical sight line m a t a  derived fnmi Figure 3.1 is show in Table 3.1. 

The denominator, N(N-1) in Equation 3.1 is the square of the number of nodes 

less the nmôer of the nodes from whidi observation is king taken. The model 

does not consider the point at which the observer stands as visually accessible, 

even though it is a knom and visually perceptible position. An observer at a 

checkin counter undoubtedly knows that it is a check-in counter and knows so 

because it is seen. Except in situations where the cognitive ability of the observer 

is impaiied. a well knom or well identiRed adivity centre must be considered seen 

and should be scored as 1. Therefore, the denominator may be considered as N~ 

and not N(N-1) as proposecl by Braaksma and Cook. Since the numerator L, is 

also underestimated by the sum of the diagonals. whidr is N. the value of VI is 

underestimated by a maximum of IN, as explained in Appendb A. For a large 

value of N. this underestimation tends to zero. but it is necessary to mode1 the 

index as accurately as possible. The assessrnent of VI at the conceptual stage, 

which this slightly rnodified Braeksma and Cook's model is suitable for, may be 

done by using the relation: 
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where, 

includes the adi* centre from where observation is being taken. 

The new L, is equal to the Braaksma and Cook's $ plus N. An L, (Iine of sight) 

mata  is as shown in Table 3.2. The element of the sigM line matrix lSii is either 

1 or O. When the diagonal of the L, mat& is scored as 1, it means that the activity 

centre from which visual access to other activity centres is being obsewed is also 

seen, therefore, its 1, is 1. This is against modelling distances in a network where 

the distance from a point i to point i is zero. If the point of observation is not 

properly identifid, or if such a location and the activity going on in t cannot be 

recognized by the wayfïnder, it would be an exception. 

\ - 
sight line exists 

sight line does not edst 

Fgure 3.1. Nodes and sight lines 
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Exampie: 

Consider a centralized radial standard pier finger teminal with 50 gates designed 

to minimize walking distance. Using oie 6andara and Wmshghe (1992) minimal 

walking distance configuration. the optimum number of piem is 3. Assume for this 

check for each pier, and one centralized gate check-in in each of the piers as 

shown in the Figure 3.2. The conespanding L, matrix is show in Table 3.3. 

pier 1 

pier 3 

ier 2 

Figure 3.2. Links and nodes for a hypctheücal50 gate centralized radial pier 



From Equation 32, VI = W8x8 = 0.47 (new model). 

From Equation 3.1, VI = (3&8)/(8)(7) = 0.39 (Braaksma and Cook's model) 

There is about 20% difference between the two rnodeis. 

3.3 Relevancy d sigM lines 

The L, matrix of Braaksrna and Cook is the Cij mat& of Tosic and Babic (1984). 

The Ch mat& with elements cy is called the connectivity matrix. One of the 

features introduced by Tosic and Babic to the evaluation of VI is the rnatrk of 

relevant connedion Rii with elements rile They argued that if actMties are 

sequentially organized, such that a p r d i n g  activity does not have to be visited 

from a succeeding actMty centre, then there is no need to see the preceding 
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a c t w  centre from the sucœeding actMty centre. In such a case, they considerd 

that the lin8 of sight ftom aie succeeâiig activity ceme to the preceding activity 

centre ifrelevant with 9 = O. 

The consideration of the relevant sight iine spawns two matrices. One for the 

visual connection Cil and the other for relevant connection Rir Just as in the L, 

mat* when an adivity centre i is seen from an activity centre j, q is 1. 

ûtheWse, 9 is O. In addiion, cq is 1 if and only if the visual connection between 

i and j is relevant. That is. is 1 if ru is not zero. A typical matrix of relevant 

connections will be set up as show in Table 3.4. 

Tabk 3.4. Matiix d relevant connection Rii 



When Figure 3.2. iS consider&, aie mat& of relevant connecth is as shown in 

Table 3.5. 

- - 

The ffow chart for tabulating relevant sight Ihes is as shown in Figure 3.3. 

L 

cij = O 

no no 

Figure 3.3. flow chart for building a matrix of relevant sight lines 



Issues to be considered in the rq matrix am: 

(1) is the target seen and relevant? 

(2) is the tsfget oeen but not relevant? 

(3) is the taget not seen but relevant? 

(4) is the target not seen and not relevant? 

If the target is seen and is relevant ru = 1 

If the target is seen but is not relevant ru = O 

If the target is not seen but is relevant rij = 1 

If the target is not seen and is not relevant ru = O 

As an additional factor to the above md'dions is the issue of whether an activity 

centre is primary or secondary. Should the reievancy of sightline be applicable to 

all activity centres or to those that are necessary for travelling? To be 

superimposed on that question is the categoriration of the users. If they are 

passengers, are they aniving, departhg or transferring? Are they meeting or 

seeing people off? Or are they just sight oeeing. What are the specific needs of 

these temiinal users, or what is and what is not relevant to them as they walk 

through the building; finding their destinations or just orienting themselves in 

space? 
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Departing passengers prima* want to go to the aircraft f r m  the terminal 

entrance, go th& major sequence of tmwl and stops will ôe: 

entrance-48dt-in (ticketing) -securRy che&-gate check-in (boarding). 

In the above sequence, it will ôe necessaiy to see (1) the check-in fnwn the 

entrance, (2) the security checkgdnt fi#n the ticket check-in and (3) the gate 

ch&-in from the security check. 

Suppose a departing passenger decides to exit after being at the gate hold room, 

shouid such a passenger not be properiy directed in the 'backward direction' ? 

îhat is, f r m  the gate hold room to the security check, to the tidceting counter and 

to the exit Nothing should rob aie pasengen the latitude of going from one point 

to another in the terminal if they choose to do so subject to security 

consideraüons. The evaluation methodology shouîâ not deny thern that freedom. 

The best that a planner can do is to increase the visual access and make al1 the 

important places (at least) visible either directly or through directional signs. 

However, the Tosic and Babic (1984) proposal allows the analyst to choose what 

is important 

In the same veki, aniving passengers who should retrieve their bags and leave the 

terminal may decide to go anywhere withh the unrestricted areas even when the 

relevancy argument assumes that they do not have to see the baggage daim area 

from the exit. 



exit airplane 
t 

health control w 
& 1 baggage daim 

check-in 

l 
1 

immigration 

1 - locate ground transportation 

security check baggage daim 1 

customs exit teminal 
I 

gate check-in I 
f 

locate ground transportation 
(c) 

(a) 1 
exit terminal 

(a) departing sequence 

(b) arriving sequence (international) 

(c) arriving sequence (domestic) 

Figure 3.4. Passengers flow pattern 
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The n m a l  sequence of moment  for artiving passengers is: exit airplane- 

health contrd (if required)--immigradicm -baggage claim-customs-ground 

transpoitation-exit, if international, or exit airpiane-ekim baggage-ground 

transportation --exit teminal, if domestic. Should an aniving pass8nger not be 

able to go the washmom white awaiting the anivel d hislher baggage and still be 

able to locate the tmggage ciaim without any pmblems? This brings the argument 

to the interaction betweeri primary and secondry activities and between 

secondary and secondary acüvities. Since there is no discemible sequence 

between the primary and secondary activities and between secondary and 

secondary adivities, the issue of relevant connection becornes dependent on the 

planner and not on the user for whom an increasd visual access within the 

terminal may be impoitent. 

3.4 Secondary activity imporhuica factor wj 

One of the two rnodiitions to Braeksma and Cook's model by Tosic and Babic 

(1984) is the weighing of the secondary activitii Weighing these activities or 

detennining their importance quantitatively gives appropriate exposure to al1 

actMties and centres in temis of location and signing. It also penalizes a system 

that over-e~q~oses secondary activities at the expense of primary activities. 
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A fall out from the detemination of wj is oie gradabion of the ~econdary activities. 

When their importance factors are known. they will be properly positioned and 

called attention to. in a mamei that the werall visibilRy index is maximized. 

Adjunct to mat is the use d wi for signing hierarchy. The more important and 

signabie ones get bigger lettm and pikrity signage. This also helps in optimally 

allocating the availabk fesources for signing. 

The importance factor is inwrporateâ into the evaluation of VI by multiplying or 

replacing the visible acüvity centres by their importance factors. That leads to the 

creation of a new matrix ÇrWI with elements %.wr However. because cli is either 

1 or O, cii. wj is 9 if there is a visible sight lin8 berneen i and j and O if there is no 

visible sight line between i and j. Wj is an n x 1 matrk That is, each actMty centre 

has one wj. If a spreadsheet is used, wj can be included in the % matrix, so that 

instead of having two matrices, only one would suffice. A typical Wj matrix is 

shown in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6. Matrix of importance factor. 

Activity centre 
v 

Weight (w,) 

1 

w1 

2 

wp 

3 

w3 

k 

wk 

. 

. 
n 

uu,, - 



When the Wj matrk is included in aie Cg rnatrüc, aie resulüng mat* will be as 

stiown in Table 3.7. 

Tabîe 3.7. Cambined Wj and Ci* maibr foi spreadst  

When each weight Wj is mulaplied by the value of the sight line to the activity 

centres j, it will result in a new spreadsheet with a value of qgwj in each cell. The 

value retumed to each cell is actually wi if qj is 1, and O if cii is O. The flow chart 

in Figure 3.4. shows the values retumed into the new CirWi matrk 



compute 

I 

Figure 3.5. Flow chart for CijVüj rnatrix 



In addition to the discussion so far in this diapter, it is important that other physical 

variables such as the number of decision points, number of signs, number and 

length of corridors and number of level dianges do have an impact on wayfnding. 

This research will show how eadi of these variables or their combinations helps 

or inhibits the ability of the wayhders from reaching their destination in due time. 

These  fiables corne hto consideration when a target can only be perceived 

through the use of directional and teassutance signs. 

Each physical variable whose effect is found to impact wayfinding is representsd 

by a mat& Vi. If there are m relevant variables, then there will be an m number 

of matrices. If the combined effect of these variables is described as t$, then it will 

be represented as: 

qj = f P , , - - . m 1  Vm) 

Each efement of the l$ mat& is kii and represents the visual access when the 

physical variables between positions i and are considered. It is a contributory 

factor to the difficulty that wayfinders may have in locating their target through 

virtual locations. Its value is qmcted to be a maximu of 1 and a minimum of O. 

When ky has a value of 1, there is a direct visual connection between aie two 

activity centres i and j. When the value of kh approadres O. there is no direct visual 
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conneab and maet umyfindets will find it d i u l t  to get to mir destination. The 

related fbw chart is in Figure 3.6. 

It is expected that the route length (the distance between points i and j), number 

of decision points or signs al- the route and the number of level changes will 

have an inverse relatim with the ease of wayfinding. This postulation will be 

investigated through experiments and regression analyses. The value of $ is 

incorporatecl into VI by multiplying the $.wI with kii. Since the value of % is either 

O or 1, and the value of $ is automatically O when Cij is O, the quantity cij.$.wj 

be replaced by %wj. 

In collecting data for the estimation of $, cmtinuity of signage is an important 

factor to watch for by the data collecter. If the directional signs leading from point 

i to point j is discontinuous dong the iJ route, then point j must be considered 

visually inaccessible from point i, and assigned a 9 value of 0. The reason is that 

wayfinders a n  unaMe to make a rational decision at a decision point if there is 

nothing to direct them to their destination. The confusion resulthg from lack of 

continuity of directional signs is tantamount to a loss of visual access between two 

points. 



Figure 3.6. Flow chart for KI matrix 



3.6 ko- Ork-on hdr~ 

lt is pertinent to aggregate the variables necessary for Wimating the visibility inâex 

into a cornputeMe reletiori. We plan to rephice the relevancy of sight line argument 

with the importance factor because rekvancy of sight I b s  depend on the analyst. 

We will instmd concentrate on the theory that al1 activity centres ought to be 

ideally seen, for a VI of 100% and perfed wayfinding. It is e-ed that rernoving 

the theory of relevancy of sight lines would cause the evaluation of VI to be from 

the users' perspective. It will imply that the users cm go anywhere they want 

within the terminal and should be able to have a visual connection with those 

places. The factor accounting for the la& of dired visual access between activity 

centres, $ should be taken into consideration because of an envisaged partial 

loss in orientation due to the physical ekments of the built environment. This factor 

will reward a floor plan thet creates actMty centres that are easily accessible from 

most points. and pecialize plans that rely principally on signs to get users from one 

point to another. 

Weighting of activity centres is also considered useful in the evaluation of VI. This 

will give a desenred VI value for teminals with well located primary and highly 

important secandary actÎvity centres. This was also the poslion of Tosic and Babic 

(1984). The determination of the appropriate weight for each secondat'y activity 

centre will be discussed later. 
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Also, the diagonal elements of the visual connedMty mat& are assigned values, 

since an in situ sigM line should be 1 and not a bhnk as suggested by both 

Braaksma and Code (1980). and Tosb and WC (1984). Thus it is proposed that 

the Visibilii lndex should be esOmated by the relation: 

VI- 
C4r t~ i  

N 

The Visibili lndex (Vi$ of an activity centre i, is the average of the value of visual 

access from activity centre i to al1 other activ'i centres, and from al1 other activity 

centres ta activity centre i. This c m  be represented as: 

3.7. Visibility lndex foi mutti-bel t6rminals 

Most medium to large temiinals are mu#i-level mth separate levels for arrivals and 

departufes. Some terminak have more than two levels to acmmmodate more 

airport actMüis. The floors separating aiese levels make it impossible to have a 

direct visuel access betwwn the adivity centres on different levels, resulting in a 

total reliance on signs. Estimating the VI for the terminal as a whole may therefore 

require knowlrg the number of levels and decision pointdsigns between al1 pair 
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combinations of activity centres. The mtroduction of Kip a faclor that accounts for 

reduction in visibility due to some physical variaMeS. addresses this issue. 

Tosic and Babic (1984) suggedted using a weighted average based on the Row of 

passengers on eadi level to estimate the total orientation index for a terminal. The 

introduction of $ makes this approach unnecessasr as directional signs which 

provide the indirect visual access have been accounted for. 

An alternative way of Wing at the ease of wayfinding of a multi-level terminal is 

to examine the visibility indices of the points of ievel change as well as the visibility 

index of the level to which a visual access is sought. If the visibility indices of the 

stairs, elevators and escalators are high, and if the VI's of the other floors are also 

high. t h e  is a high possibility that the temiinal will be easy to navigate. 

The visibility index model is capable of estimating the VI of a point or a place, 

making it easy to detemine how much visual access the wayfinder has to the 

points of level change. In assessing VI of elements of level change, however, only 

those that lead to that take users to their destination need to be evaluated. That 

is, ~ecurity and service stairs and elevators do not need to be evaluated. It is 

assumed here that if points of level change are aceessd through the use of 

directibnal signs. that these signs are well m e n  and well located and are capable 

of directing the users to the points of level change. 



Some airports are muKiterminai in nature. Passengens may be requimd to transit 

these sepamte terminab to change flights, either from domestic to international 

and vice-versa or from domestic ta domestic. Some of the muitÏÏteminals are 

within walking distances from each other. while ooiers require alternative 

transportaaon to Iink the tenninals. 

In the first case (tenninals wîthin a walking distance) there is a need for an easy 

to understand and continuous directional signage to links between the tenninals. 

The visibilii indices of these links is the best indkator of the problem a wayfinder 

may have while moving from one terminal to the other. The VI of the link is 

expected to be reasonably high so that wayfinders are led to their destinations 

without a great l o s  in orientation. 

When the tenninals can only be accessed through the use of transportation, the 

routes leading to the necessary transportation link have to be assessed for the 

continuity of signage and ability to take usen to their destinations. Route 

uncertainty (RU) pioposeci by Best (1970) and discussed in the literature review, 

in addition to VI, mey be used to test the diffiailty of the appropriate transportation 

route. 

Equation 3.3 is capable of evaluating the VI of a muli-terminal airport. The visual 
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accass between properly signed subtenninals, is thmugh virtual locations of the 

other teminais akne. if transit between the terminals b by vehicles, navigation is 

dependent on the driver. Evaluatkn of the directional signs along the 

transportath route behrem the sub-temiinais may oniy be necessary if the 

drivers am the wayflndenr. T b  value of the visual mnection between points in 

different terminals is aocounted Eor by the numbw of signs, level changes and 

other physical parameters. 

3.9 0 t h ~  rerrumptions 

The quantitative measure assumes that the usen are: 

of adequate sight, 2 0 M  or better visual acuity 

not in a whee1 chair. 

literate 

. of normal cognitiie ability, which in Mis case means that they cm 

read and understand what they read, and can act appropriately on 

the information oiey meive f m  the environment. 

not in any depressed mood 

not mentally unbafanced. 

Since VI is dependent on sight, this mode1 will account for about 90% of the usen. 

Statistic has show that 8.8% of Canadians 15 years and older have visual 

disability (Ergo Systems Canada Inc., 1989). Visual disability is defined as the 
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inabiiii to m d  ordhary nemprht or to see meone frnn 4 metres. even when 

wearing glasses. The stetisüe fuiaier shows that 11.6% d adults have cognitive 

disability. Cogniüve disability is defined as the limbtian suffered by an indohridual 

learning, emotional or psychiatrk disability. or devebpmmtal delay. 

It is aiso assumed that signs are symbols are: 

not aibiirary 

readable 

legibie 

of hi* conbasî iegibiüty 

of adequate sirea. 

In addition, letter height, width and stroke size conforni to human factors 

standards. T'hem are no halation or glare effects on the letters and syrnbols. It is 

alsa assumed that there is adequate illumination in the terminal, and there is no 

visual noise ni the vicinity of aie signs. The sign message is not clusteied and 

there is no information overload. It is fumer assumed that both textual and 

syrnbolic signs are well placed and located within the teminal. 



Chapter four 

IMPORTANCE FACtOR OF NOWUANDATORY AIRPORT SERVICES (wi) 

7he increasing role of the airport terminal as a market place, in addition to its 

traditionel rde as an interface betw88n the landside and th8 airside, necessitates 

the use of more signs to direct teminal users to their destinations. Also, aie needs 

and expcbtions of the air traveller have evohred from simply requiring a shelter 

Mile waithg for their flight to wanting entertainment, m f o r t  and convenience. 

The growth in air transportation and its consequent economic spin-off has helped 

in creating a more vibrant shopping maIl atmosphere at most of the medium to 

large airports. While it is important to get the passengers to the gates with a 

minimum of d i m f o r t ,  it becornes nwssary to help them find and enjoy the 

range of commercial and senrice actMties offered by the airport. Although the 

primary responsibility of the airport owners and oie aiilines is to the passengers, 

the meeters and greeters, and visiton to the airport, have concems that are 

addressed by the airpoR owners. Among these concems is wayfinding, which is 

a problem faced by both tmvellen and non-travellers. 
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Evaluation of wayfinding for both pre and post-occupancy purposes should taûe 

cognizance of those adivit'ka that are a must for travelling and those that are a 

convenienœ- In evaluating the terminal for wayhiding, Tosic and Babic (lm) 

sugg8Std giving difiernt weights to ddmierent acb*vi5')8~ in the terminal. They 

divïded the activities into Iwo, the primary and the secondery activities. Seneviratne 

and Martel (1994) used the same classification while developing criteria for 

evaluating quality of service in air teminals. 

P rimary act Mies are those required specitically by al1 passagers, while secondary 

adivities are those that may be required by eveiybody. The range of primary 

activities include checkin, security, customs and immigration and the gates. 

Secondary activities include public washrooms, letter boxes. instant banking 

machines and telephones. Secondary activities are for the user's convenience and 

as such do not carry the same weigM as those activit'i needed for travel. 

However, attention still has to be called to them, so that airport patrons may find 

and use the facilities wïth a minimum of disorientation. The degree of the 

importance of these activity centres should aid planning for conspicuousness and 

signing. Priority is expecteâ to be given to the more important activities within the 

signing hierarchy (Arthur and Passini, 1991). 

Identification of m e  activity centres is best left to the imagination of the usen, 
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either &ecaus8 of the nature d aie acthrity centras or because of their ielatively 

low degrw of irnporEance. For Ïnstanœ. a -ter fountah, is not identifhl even 

though it is Inportant. but so is a coin change machine. Their designs are 

supposed to mark them out for recognition. and the assumption must rest on the 

cognitive abilii and the experience oS the potmtial users. Knuwing how important 

these actMties or services are muid heip in kcating them within the terminal. 

4.1 OWning wj data 

The only method proposed for detennining the importance of secondary activities 

is to use the proportion of the users who visit each activii centre (Tosic and 

Babic. 1984). Possible methods are: 

(1) asùing the teminal users where they have been ta and what 

facilifes they have used within the terminal during the survey period. 

(2) following unsuspecting subjects from the time they enter the 

terminal until they boaid the aircraft (Bedc, 1983). 

(3) staooning obaeiifers at ail the entrantes and secondary activii 

centres to count the number of people coming into and out of the 

temiinal and how many of them use each facility. 

(4) installing Weo cameras at al1 strategic locations to film the entry 

and exit into and out of the terminal, and also the use of services 

wlarin the building. 

(5) asking a randorn sample of users how important they think each 



secondary actw is. 

The first methoci is supposed to mreveel the levd of patronage of the secondary 

actmty centres. Hower, il presupposes that a place is important because people 

go aiere during the sunmy perkd. Sornetîmes people vis& activÏty centres, such 

as book stores and news stands, not necessarily for wayfïnding purposes, but to 

kill time. Unless the survey can be carried out for an extendecl peiiod of time, the 

data obtained may not reflect the reai s#uatim. Also, ththe total number of the 

people that use the terminal during the survey period must be known. Data for 

arriving and depaithg passengers may be available, but the same cannot be said 

for the meeters. greeters and sightseers. The second method would require an 

extensive tirne for a single observer to coilect masonable data. in addition to 

requiring the total nwnber of terminal users. The third method is labour intensive, 

mile the fourth method is capital intensive and requires cooperation from the 

airport ouiners. The fmh method is l a s  labour and capital intensive and is 

e w e d  to capture the feelings of the airport users regarding the importance of 

the secondary activiiies. Approval from aiiport owners and airlkies may be needed 

as they do not want their pasmgers to ôe disturbed. 

4.2 Methodology 

Since options one to four have their shortcomings, it was decided to develop a 

questionnaire to reflsct the importance of secondary activity centres from the 
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users' point of view. lnstead of adcimg the usen whether they have visited a 

partiaikr pipœ during aie sunrey perkd, they wwe asiced to rate activity centres 

between 1 and 4 (-dix 61 and 82). A mting of 4 meens that an adivity is 

very important. nihile a rathg of 1 means the ectivity k very unimportant. This was 

clearly stated on the questionnaire. The rating was llmited to 4 to make the 

response brief and easy to relate to. The rating also confms with phrases which 

are equally sepatateâ and are of paraltel wording (Meister, 1986). 

Each potential respondent was chosen randomly among the tenninal users. A 

concentration of diffemnt categones of users can be found at different locations in 

the terminal. Oeparting pauengers are best found at the gate holdrooms while 

meeters are best Iocated et the anivals or meeting places. Randomly chosen 

subjeds weie approached and the reason for the survey was explaineci to himher. 

Limiting the questionnaire to one page was an advantage, as some of the 

respondent asked how many pages were to be filled out. Some of the respondents 

asked that the questions be read to them and required that the answers be filled 

out for them. 

The weights of the secondary activities were nonnal~ed by dividing the average 

rating for each secondary activity by 4. Four was the maximum rate possible. This 

implies a minimum weight of 0.25 and a maximum of weight of 1. This method 

ensures that no activity centre hae a zero value, since the Likert-type question 



asked rates the m m  unimportant adMy centre as 

more than one airport may be combined to cakulate 

respondents from al1 the sites exhibit the seme 
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1 (Meister, 1986). Data from 

wi if it can be proven that the 

peferences. Surveys were 

conducteci at Calgary, Edmonton and New York LeGuardia. 

4.3 Reasons for questéons .dod In the questionnaire 

A total of m e n  questions were asked of the respondents from Calgary and New 

York LaGuanBa, and 10 from Edmonton's r8spondents. (Appendbc B I  and 82). 

The first six were to gather information about age, gender. frequency of use of the 

terminal buikling. problems with wayfinding in the terminal and type of users. The 

seventh question asked the subject to rate the secondary activities. Age and 

gender would primarily provide information on target groups for planning and 

marketing. The additional questions asked f r m  the Edmonton respondents were 

to detemine which wayfinding aids they used and haw they perceived wayfinding 

within the tenninal. It mis hoped that them would be a rehtianship between the 

users' perception of waflnding and the postoawpancy visibility index. 

The answers to the questions would provide an apportunity to assess whether age 

or gender affed the way users priorit'i the secondary adivities. Questions that 

may be answered include whether men rank the secondary actMties a lot 

diffetentiy from women, and whether their needs within the airport tenninal are 

widely different? Is aiere a difference behNeen the way difbrent age group look at 

the secondary activities? Frequency of use of the tenninal will provide an indication 
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of Vie respondents' familiarity with the building. This could be a measure of how 

easy it Ïs for the users given their f a m i i i i  to the enviionment and assuming a 

'n0KnaT cognitive ability. The type of users will give an insight into the way users 

perceive the importance of the secondary acthritii m relation to what they are 

doing at the airport. 

4.4 Analysis and msults 

Data were col8Cfed initially from willing subjects at two airports. Data were later 

collected at a third airport to validate the finding frorn the earlier survey and to 

seek a fuither insight into the perception of the terminal users regarding 

wayfinding These respondents may or may not exhibit the same chacteristics or 

preferences. Theiefore, it is necessary to show statistically whether there is a 

signifiant similarity between the various categories of subjects. This would be 

useful in making an infonned decision on the samples collected. To achieve this 

end, the data were dMded into varbus groups representing different user 

categories. The groups are: 

(1 ) departing passengen 

(2) transferring passengers 

(3) aarriving passengers 

(4) meeters 

(5) seeing off 

(6) workers. 
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60th Calgarfs and New YoKs data w m  also ana- baseû on gender. There 

were sWy two males and forty two fernales among the Calgary respondents. The 

New York data indude thirty sevsn males and fiftem fernales. 

The secondary acüvity with the highest sum of ratings is ranked number one and 

the one with the ieast total sum of rathgs is given the lowest ranking. The 

Speannan's rank coneiation was used to check the degree of agreement between 

the ranking by different groups (O'Neill. 1991). The aim of the rank analysis is to 

check whether the data from these two airports could predict each other. If the 

Spearrnan's rank correlation r, is high, then one may awidude that the two sampie 

populations exhibit similar chamcteristics. The nuIl hypothesis. Ho signifies the data 

from one group or airport cannot predict the ratings from the m e r  group or airport. 

The alternative hypoth8sis. HA is the ranking of the secondary activity centres 

based on the data frorn one grwp agreeing with the one based on the data from 

the other groups. For samples greater than 30, the Speannan's rank correlation 

coefficient is eppmximately nonnally distributed with a mean zero and a standard 

deviat ion of: 



a, is the standard deviation of rank correlat'ï end n is the sample size. 

Thus oie standard enor of estanate of the Speemian's m k  correlation coefficient 

is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of samples (Levin, 1981). 

If oie nuIl aitemative hypothesis is rejeded, that is, if r, falls outside of the 

acceptance region. the average of the weights for al! subJe*s may be used as the 

weight wj for the secondary actMtÎes. 

4.4.1. Computing secondary activky knpoftanm factor. 

The weight of the secondary activity may be computed ushg either of the following 

two rnethods: 

(1) by finding the average rating of each secondary actMty centre 

(2) by finding the ratio of the respondents who rated each activity as 

either important or very important to the total number of respondents. 

The first method is prefened because it gives a non-zero weight to al1 activities. 

Otherwise, actMty centres w h i i  are rated as unimportant or very unimportant m'Il 

have an importance factor of zero. 

As an example, the weight of restaurants based on the rating of departing 

passengers from Calgary is cumputed as follows using these data: 



The rating based on male respondents who are departing is; 

*j 
= 4(l7) + 3(20) + 2(2) + 1 (0) / (39(4)) = 0.846 

for female respondents, 

W. = 4(10) + 3(13) + 2(0) + l(0) / (23(4)) = 0.857 1 

for al1 depavting passengen, 

wj = 4(27) + 3(33) + 2(2) + l(0) / (62(4)) = 0.851 

Gender 

Male 

Female 
L 

Total 

4.5 Calgary International AirpoR 

Calgary lntemational Airpart processes about fve million passengers annually. 

Eleven scheduled carriers and 2 major charter airlines operate out of the airport. 

fhere were 206,000 aircraft movements in 1994. The airport terminal has three 

floor levels. Level 1 is the anivals level. Available on this level in addition to 

baggage clairn areas are: car rental, information boath, taxi and bus services to 

downtown, food and beverages. Th8 secand level is the depanures level. Activities 

on this floor include check-in services, ticket purchase, restaurants and bars, 

Very impavtant 
(4) 

17 

10 

27 

lm- 
(3) 

20 

13 

33 

Unimportant 
(2) 

2 

O 

2 

V W  
unimportant 

(1) 

O 

O 

O 

Totai 

39 
m 

23 

62 
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business services, kst and fourid, h addition to me departure gates. The third 

level is a mezzanine Roof uuhidi is comected to the parkade and the hotel. There 

is also a food awR, aiilines offices and the Calgary Airport Authority office on this 

ievel (Caigary Airpoct Authorky, 1995). 

There wem a total of 104 subjeds from Calgary included in a survey that was 

camed out between ten olclock in the moming and four olclock in the aftemoon of 

Thursday, March 23.1995. This was a typical peak day of the week (Paton. 1995). 

There were a total of 62 men and 42 women chosen randomly from among the 

terminal users. The largest respondent group was the departing passengers 

numbering 62 (39 men, and 23 wamen). There were 23 transferring passengers: 

12 men and 1 1 women. The modal age group was 36-50, followed by the 2635 

age group. Together, these two age groups represent about 80% of the 

respondents. Most of the subjects had been to the airport before, and only about 

1 1 % said it was their first time. Most respondents had not been lost at the airport; 

only about 8% repMted ever king lost at the terminal. Tables 4.1 ai: show these 

data. 



Table Il b. Age distribution 

r 

Users 

Depaihires 

Transfers 

Anivals 

other~ 
L 

Total 

Since mly a few of the respondents reported ever being lost at the airport. a 

differently worded question might have mvealed scmething difFerent. The real issue 

is not gemnQ lost, but having pmblems fnding one's way in a buik environment. 

This may be from partial disorientation or the ceding of one's control to others by 

asking for direction. 

Men 

39 

12 

9 

2 

62 

Women 

23 

11 

2 

6 

42 

, Age (yn) 

Distribution 

Because some people ask for direction to some secondary activity centres, (based 

on experiences at Calgary and New York). it may be inferred mat problems with 

wayfinding may be higher than the survey result suggeats. For instance, a survey 

r 

Total 

62 

23 

t 1 

8 
J 

1 02 

1 8-25 

13 

26-35 

25 

36-50 

37 

51-65 

17 

>65 

6 
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conducted in 1992 by the Calgary Airport Authoiily shows that 1 1.836 of the 

respondents had problems finding their way. In 1993, when the same question 

was asked, only 5% of the respondents rewed having had problems finding their 

way in the building. However, when aiey were asked what information they used 

to find their way, about 18% of them said they asked for directions. This is an 

indication that statistics on wayfindbig rnay be best W n e d  by asking a question 

that the respondents may answer more comfortably. 

Table 4.1 c. How frequently do you come here? 

Table 4.2 shows that the Calgary resporidents consider washrooms, phones and 

flight information rnonitor as the most important of the semdaiy seMces proMded 

at the airport. The three were ranked 1, 2 and 3 resfmctiv8ly. wiai their Wj values 

close to 1. The kast important activities are shoe shhe and instant photo booths 

which are ranked at 31 and 32 respectively. The VIP lounge is also considered 

unimportant. This may be a biased tesult because none of the respondents was 

from a VIP lounge. Since the lounge may be out of bounds to a lot of airport 

terminal users, it is unlikely to attract any favourable rating. 

Frequency 

Distribution 

llyear 

24 

Wear 

17 

Wear 

18 

4 lyear 

9 

2 4Iyear 

14 
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Oôservation at the Calgary airport rev88Is thrit a kt d aiildm and their parents 

mil around the toy store. As only adub w m  runmyed, aie rating does not reflect 

the impoitanog of the store to the chiidm. The m e  argument goæ for the vide0 

games machines. Adults who mted these senrices vety b w  may have done so 

because they are the ones who pay for these seMces, which would not have 

made much differerice to thein if such services were not avaiîable. 

4.6 New York (bGuarâia Alfport) 

New York LaGuardia is essentially a domestic airport processing about 20 million 

passengers a year. This is in addition to the employment generated by the airport 

activities. The airport is served by 14 airlines, wilh Arnerican and United Airlines 

king aie biggest of al1 the aiilines opecating from the main tenninal. There are 21 

noticeable secondary activities in this terminal. New York LaGuardia, like Calgary 

International, has three flaor levels; namely, the arrivais. departures and parking 

levels. The arrivas level processes the aniving passengers and their baggage. It 

also has a ground transportation information centre, parking ticketing machines, 

banking machines and hotel information boaid arnong other services. The 

depanures level contains check-Ri and ticket sales counters, restaurants and bars, 

book stores, information centres and other services. The third level contains offices 

and links the tenninal to the parking lots. There are four concourses in the main 

tenninal. They protrude radially out from the cunred main terminal. 



New Yorlc LaGuardia's data were cdkted betwea 11 am and 5:30 pm on 

Thursâay January 19, 1995. A total d 52 peopk were surveyed from al1 the 

sections of the main terminal building. The majority of the respondents were 

departing passengers. Them were 44 -Ring passengers and the remaining 8 

respondents are classiRed as others. Thirty seven of the iespondents are men, 

Mile fifteen are women. Most of the respandents have been to the airport before 

(92%) and most of t b m  have had no wayfinding problems at this terminal (96%). 

The age distribution of the respondents is show in Table 4.3a mile the frequency 

of their use of the terminal is show in Table 4.3b. 

Table 4 . a  Age DisMbution of mspondents 

The modal age group of the respondents is 36-50. The age group 26-50 

- 

represents 64% of the respondents. 

TaMo 4.3b. How freauently do you corn hem 

rn 

, Age W U P  

Distribution 
_r L 

51-65 

8 

As can be seen from Table 4.4, washroom, phone. terminal map and flight 

1 û-25 

8 

> 65 

2 

Frequency 

Distribution 

information monitor are vereiy important to the New York respondents. The terminal 

map board s m  to enjoy a high rating because of the sire of the airport. 

26-35 

11 

lEyear 

9 

36-50 

22 

Wear 

9 

Wear 

4 

4lyear 

10 

> 4/year 

15 
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LaGuardia has four pier fingers, a curvilhear geometry wiVi a discontinuity at the 

arrivals ievel. The seairity checks for piers B and C are completely obscured by 

the tkketing counters. The double layer conidor systern mates an added 

complexity especialty where visual acoess is impossible. Some of the airport users 

asked the întenhwer for dired'm while the survey was being conducted. The 

ticket sales counter is also considerd as being very important* In New York 

check-in is refened to as ticketing. The respondents may therefore be relating to 

ticket sales counter as a check-in counter. The least important seMces at this 

airport are vide0 games machine, shoe shine stall, instant photo and toy store. 

4.7 Eâmonton Intemational AIrpoR 

Data for Edmonton International airport were collected on the fourth of March, 

1996, between l0:W am and 5:00 pm. Edmonton airport has a medium sized 

terminal with an incomplete dual concourse geometric layout. It is a multi-level 

terminal with the airhral processes on the ground level, departure processes taking 

place on the second floor and a mezzanine level that houses airline offices and 

lounges. The depaitures level has a double kyer corridor with three cross 

corridors, while the arrivals level has a single corridor layout 

There are 19 secondary basic airport terminal seNices in this terminal; the most 

ubiquitous is the phone. At the tirne of the survey, there were two washrooms 

located on the departureç level. The one on the anival level was still under 
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maniction. The washrooms at the departures kvel are spatially separated, one 

is for men and the 0th~ for women. There is no 'you are here mapm and the only 

water fountain available is hidden in a recess. 

The airport is se- by two major aiifines, Air Canada and Canadian Airlines 

International, as well as nim otheis. In 1995. the airport proc8smd about 3 million 

passengers and 6O.m aircmft movements. A total of 69 people were interviewed. 

48 men and 21 women. Most of the respondents were depaning passengers who 

have had no difBculty finding their way withk, the terminal. 

The modal age group of the respondents is 36-50, with about 58% of the 

respondent between the ages of 26 and 50. Only about 6% of the respondents 

were using the terminal for the first time. Most of them reported using signs as the 

principal means of wayhding. About 7% reported asking for directions. None of 

the respondents reporteci ever getting bst in the terminal and none of them 

reported evei having had any d0iiu)aes finding his/her way within the terminal. 

Tables 4.5 a-e show the data. 



Ta#. 4Sb. Ag, distribution af responâents 

Users 

Departures 

Transfers 

Arrivais 

Meeüng 

Total 

Men 

34 

S 

7 

2 

48 

Age group (yr) 

Distribution 

Frequency 

Distribution 

Womeri 

15 

1 

3 

2 

21 

18-25 

8 

Total 

49 

6 

10 

4 

69 

Ibear 

17 

26-35 

15 

Wear 

6 

36-50 

25 

Wyear 

7 

51-65 

12 

3 65 

5 

Wear 

9 

> 4/year 

26 



Table 4Se. H m  did you find your way within thk terminal? 

Although Tabie 4.58 shows that m m  of the respondents relied on signs. the 

original question dici n a  ask the respmdents whether they did not need the signs 

at all. Over 50% of the respondents use the terminal 4 times or more per year. 

Some of them may arguably have becorne so familiar with the terminal they may 

not need signs to lead them to most of aie primary activ'i centres. In a sunrey 

done by Dewar (1992) at two public buildings in Calgary and Edmonton, only a 

marginal percentage of the peaple inteMewed (0-10%) reporteci using the signs 

to find their way. A majority of them got directions from the commissionaire (50. 

90%). while about a third of them used the directory board. 

Response 

# of respcmdents 

Signs 

62 

M W  
2 

Asking people 

5 



Trbk 4.6. Ranh and wIghts d mcondbry rctMtkr ln Edmonton 
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4.8 Combined resuîts 

Based on the ranking analysis perfomed on the data, the population seem ta have 

similar charaderisticS. This implies that data may be colledeci f r m  only one 

airport for anaiysis. and the result will be representative of other airports The fact 

that Muardia is esseriürlly a domestic airport and Calgary is partly an 

intemathal airpoit, and that both have passengers who ranked the semdary 

activity centres almost similarly. supports this clah. The result of Spearman's rank 

correlation show a good conespondence in the ranking of the secondary activity 

centres between the two airport users. There were 62 departing passengers 

among the subjects inteMewed at Calgary and 37 at New York. Ranking analysis 

of the depaRing passengers raüngs gives a rank correlation r, as 0.94. Figures 

4.1 -4.4 show the statistics, while Tables 4.7a-c show the result of rank analyses 

behnreen various categories of respondents. 

T a b  4.74~. Rank condation coefficient by gender 
- - - - - - - - - - - - 

C m  bination Coefficient of ran k CO rrelat ion r, 

Calgary men and Calgary wmen 0.94 

- - - - - - - - - - 

Calgary men and New York women 0.92 

Calgary women and New York men 0.90 
- -  - - 

New York men and New York m e n  1 0.96 



I CornbinatSon 1 Coaffdent of rank cmdation r, I 

Tabla 4.m. R a n k ~ o n  C O e m C i a  by wœ type 

1 All Calgary and ail New York 1 0.96 I 

Cornôinalion 

1 All Calgary and al1 Edmonton 1 0.98 I 

Coefficient d rank conielaaori r, 

1 A l  New York and ail Edmonton I 0.97 I 
In addition to the Spearman's rank condation analysis, a Mann-Whitney U test 

was performed to further confinn that the two populations have similar 

characteristics. The U statistic is a measure of the diiference between ranked 

obsenrations. The U test has a mean- of 512 and a standard deviation of 74.48. 

The nuIl hypothesis Ho, is that the New York and Calgary airport terminal users 

stated the same preferences. Since the sample size is greater than 8 ( Dougherty, 

1990) the nomial distribution mis  used to test the acceptability of the nuIl 

hypothesis at 0.10 level of sigrMcance. With a U statistic of 513 and an 

acceptance region of 389 to 634, it cm again be concluded that the suweyed 

terminal usen in the two cities share the same view on the rating of the 

secondary actmties. Table 4.8 shows how al1 the iespondents rank the secondary 

activities with their componding weights. 





4.9 Compukon of Todt md üabic's with th. nuw nwthod in mluating wi 

The values of secandary activity we$Ms Iisted in Table 4.8 am substmtially higher 

than the mes used by Tosic and Babic (1 984). Atthough the authors did not repoit 

doing any study to obtain those weights, they used the weights to evaluate visibility 

index in order to compare their mode1 with Biaaksma and Cook's. Rank analysis 

and a subsequent hypothesis testitlg show that the nieights obtained in this 

research are not comiatd with the values used by Tosic and Babic. Table 4.9 

compares weights of some secondaiy activities. 

Phone 1 0.94 1 0. 10 

Tabk 4.9. Cornparison of secondary acdvlties w81gMs 

Secondary activity 

Washroom 

Restaurant 1 0.81 1 0.10 

Car rental 

T î e t  saies counter 

Secondary activity weight (w,) 

Pmposed value 

0.96 

0.86 

0.05 

Post office 

Nursery 

Bar 

Tosic 8 Babic (1984) 

0.09 

0.03 

0.05 

0.69 

0.58 

0.57 

0.03 

0.02 

0.10 



The sunrey has helped in detemining which secondary Wies are important to 

airport users. The first implmtion mid be in ternis of the amount of attention that 

should be given to such acthritîes. Oifferent letter sbes and infomation 

reinforment may be adopta. Where information ovedoad is suspected, less 

important places cm be omitted, believing bat those who realiy need to be at 

those places would look for thern. For this reason, infomation booths should be 

well located and should enjoy gwd visual access. Information on less important 

advity centres which do not enjoy good visuel access cauld be obtained from the 

information booth. 

Secondly, if there is a cost constraint to signing, the best decision would be to 

provide signs bassd on their importance. with the more important ones having 

funding priority over the less important ones. 

The planner or aie terminal manager may detemine which activity is important and 

assign it a wi value of 1. If a new activity centre is introduced to the terminal, and 

if it is considered to be primaiy in nature, then it should be assigned an importance 

factor of 1. An exemple will be a departure tax machine or a proposed ticketing 

machine. However, if diierent airpoits use different mandatory actMty centres, 

cornparisan of VI may be dWicul. 



lt is expdient to give dierent mights to d i m t  secandary acüvitii so that 

proper attention could be given to more important adMae9 in the evaluation of the 

wayiinding hacator VI. lt is expected that intducing the secondary activity 

weights into the estimation of VI will prevent piacing an undue emphasis on less 

important adivities. 

This chapter estimates wj for 32 secondary acthrities. About half of them are 

considered important by the suweyed users. Proper locational and signing 

attention should therefore be called to them. The method used in collecting these 

data is able to obtain a non-zero value for eadi secondary activity compared to the 

method proposed by Tosic and Babic. The Tosic and Babic method was used by 

the Calgary International Airport survey for 1992 and 1993. Some of the secondary 

activities have wj value of zero just because nobody used them during the survey 

penod. 

However, the weights obtained represent a 'stateb view of the users. A service 

may not be important if people do not use it. But because a service is not 

patronued during the survey period does not mean that the service is not 

impoitant. The fact that the service is then if and when it is needed must provide 

some sense of convenience for the terminal users. 
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If the true weigM of a particulai acüvity centre is to kr deteminecl, it may be 

necessary to survey those who use or are likely to use that adMty centre. The 

rating of VIP kunge is very bw. This may be because the majority of those who 

are surveyed do not have acœss to the kunge. On the aher hand, intewewing 

only aiose who use a particular activity centre may introduce some bias into the 

data. 

Since our analysis has show a significant comlation betwwn the ratings by al1 

the categories of users from the airpofts, a larger sample may be collected from 

one airport to estimate the secondary activÏÏ weights. The data collected at the 

Edmonton International Airport also support t his conclusion. 



Chapder Five 

EFfECT OF WSlCAL VARIABLES ON ORIENTATION INDEX 

5.1 Introduction 

Visual connection between one point and al1 the other points in a complex setting 

is almost impossible, hence the use of d idona l  and massurance signs. These 

signs are expected to bring a taget to a virtual location and aid wayfinding. The 

literature is equivocal as to aie effectiveness of signage (Siedel, 1983; Carpman 

et al. 1985; Weisman, 1987). 

Ladc of signage in a complex building may spell waflnding disaster. Best (1 970) 

and Collette et al. (1972) found signs very useful and recommended ways of using 

them. In modelling an orientation index, Braaksma and Cook (1 980) built a line of 

sight matrix L, by scwing a taget that is visually perceptible or that may be 

located through the use of signs as 1 and a target that could not be seen as zero. 

The underiying assumptkn, however, is if a target is seen, locomotion would be 

oriented towards aiat target (Gibsan 1950). The use of a virtual location as an 

equivalent of the actual target location required an inquiry. 
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The postulate of thk rmeardr is that the value of the s@htline q in the visual 

connedion matrir is equal to 1 if the tafget is seen. zero if not seen, and kk which 

is between O and 1, if actm centre j is located from activity i through the use of 

signs. So, 

Cs = 1 if target is seen 

= O if target is not seen 

= + if seen by use of signs 

o < k i j < l  

This implies that an element in the connectivity rnatrix of Braaksma and Cook's 

mode1 will be replaced by a value % et anytime a target j can be located from an 

activity centre i only by following signs. It is proposed that the visibility index (VI), 

a measure of the ease of wayfinding, be estimated by the relation: 

where, 

wj is the weigM (importance factor) of activity centre j, which is between O and 1, 

N is the number of activity centres (nodes), 

and cij. 9 are as defined earlier. 
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10 inV8Saagate this proposal for an airport terminal. and in patticuiar the estimation 

of 9. an expeiiment was canSed out to detemine the reiatimship between the 

nurnber of decision points (number of signs) and visual amss in a building that 

simulates a terminal. The building is aie Faculty of Engineering building at the 

University of Calgary. 

5.2 Why an experimental building? 

The exp~riment, canied out in an institutional settkrg, bean sorne resemblance to 

what could happen at an airport. Fint, many major airports have multi-level 

terminals, with amivals sepamtd fm departures. Second, most of them are 

cornplex in their plan layouts that they require signs at decision points and where 

reassurance b needed. Thid, most users of a university faculty building setting are 

students who, like some airport passengers, may be time bound. 

The mulailevel nature means that change in level is necessary, especially for non- 

hub transfeiring passengers. Non-hub transfemng passengen are those who must 

pi& up their luggage at the airivals level and check in to continue the joumey at 

the departures level. 

Generally, compieuty of the terminal, as indicated by number of choice points 

(usually an intersection whem a decision has to be taken about the direction of 

travel), length of conidors, number of acthrity centres, and visual access, has 
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effects both on students who use facuity buildings and passengers who use airport 

terminais. Because these two categoriiw of buiidhg users have almost similar 

concems, conclusions d m  fiom this emment on a facutty building may be 

genera l i  to account for an airport teminal of shilai size. In addlion, the 

diffiiulty of perfoming this ercperiment a! an aiiport makes a suôstitute location 

inevitabie. However. given hancial resouiees and the cooperation of the airport 

ownen. the experiment could be cam'ed out at an airpot 

To test whether aiis experimental building cauld be used as a surogate for an 

airport temiinal, the relation between the number of decision points and distance 

was investigated. The Calgary Aitpbrt was chosen. The average interdecision 

point distance is l9.2m for the e ~ ~ t a l  building and 22.2m for Calgary Airport 

A t-test on the means and an F-test on the standard deviations show that there is 

no significant difference betwem the inter-decision distances of the two buildings. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show th8 distance and number of decision points for the 

experimental building and Calgary Airport respectively, while Figure 5.1 shows their 

relationship graphically. 



TaMe 5.1. Route, âistance and numki of decision points for expedmmtal 

building. 

Route number Route description 
- - - - - - - - - - - 

Raom F335 to the Civil 
Engineering Main Office 

Chernical Engineering 
entrante to the Dean's Office 

Civil Engineering entrance to 
the Dean's office 

Mechanical Engineering 
entrance to the Faculty 

Library 

Electrical Engineering 
entrance to Applied 

Mechanics Labofatory 

Distance (m) 



TaMe 5.2. Route, âist8nce and n u e  of choiœ points for Calgary Airpah 

1 Route I - Route descripüon Distance (m) 

F O O ~  coun I W ~ I  3 to 53 
âeparture bunge on level2 

Food muit on ievel3 to 102 
baggage daim on level 1 

Meeting place 6 on lever 2 101 
to meeting place C on level 

1 

Canadian check-in on kvel 
2 to baggage ciaim on level 

1 

Security check on level2 to 

US check-in on level2 to 
arriva1 D 

Food court on k v d 3  to 
meeting phce C on level 1 

Departure D to Air Canada 
check-in 

1 

Arriva1 pier D to la& Bal of 
pier A 

# decision 
points 

3 



Number of decision points 

CAT = 
ENGG = Building 

Figure 5.1. Route length and number d declsion points 



Foi the experimental building, iegression iesults show a high correlation between 

distance and dioicepdnts. The coeffdent of detemination ? is 0.88 with a 

calculated 1-retk of 12-6 which is gmater than t 0.05, of 2.776. For the Calgary 

Airport, the ? value is 0.a with a tratio of 26.4 wh#i is much greater than t 

0.05,8 of 2306. The standard emx of estimates of both the regression and th8 

coefficient are lower than for the experimental building due mainly to sample sire. 

Hypothesis testing of the COBfficients shows that the two values are not statistically 

different. Table 5.3 shows the results for the airport and the experimental building. 

Table 5.3. Regression msub for Calgary Airport Teminal and Engineering 

Building, University of Calgary. 

Regression equation 

? 

- - - - - - - - 

An insignificant emr would be made if either of the two equations is used to 

prdict the distance benNeen two activity centres wiai a known number of decision 

points. This gives credence to the use of the exp8rimental building as a surrogate 

for an airpon terminal. 

- 

std. erre of coeff. 

std. m. of dia. est. 

Fac. of Engg. U of C 

Dist = 19.73* #decg pts 

0.88 

Calgary Airport 

Dist. = 21 .XI* Xdec. pts 

0.88 
- - - - - - - - - - 

1.57 

28.33 

0.83 

17.58 



5.3 JusüfîCarm for the erçperiment 

Justification for this research position arase from the works of Book and Garling 

(1 981) in whkh they suggested that maintenance of orientation during locomotion 

is through consfant pmcesshg of information. m i r  theory is that a wayfinder 

encodes the smsocy information in a short term memocy and as unitary codes to 

conespond to kcomotion distance and direction changes. They suggested that 

encoding, coordinating and decading are cantinually done Mile in motion. If the 

central processing capacity to per fm al1 these tasks conünuously is not available. 

wayfinders, they said. may postpone coordination and decoding until they stop 

walking. According to the authors. this situation could give rise to enor as it is 

possible to forget the encoded information. 

Reporting on th8 e-ment desigied to investigate this theory, they said that 

orientation emr certainly occuned when subjects were allowed to process 

infonat ion du ring locomotion. Accuracy therefore appears to be related to 

distance traversed. If information processing takes some tirne during walking, a 

given distance is expeaed to be covered from the beginning to the end of the 

process. Encoded information may have ben lost for that given distance. Dewar 

and Mitchell (19û4) suggest that theoretically, wayfinding errors should be 

propartional to the distance traversed. 



5.4 The expdni.citrl building 

The Engineering Building (EN) of the University of CaIgacy is considerd as one 

of the more cornplex buildings on campus. Even m e  long time users of parts of 

the building are known to have ben  disorient& when they ventured into some 

other parts of the building. The users who are most Iikely to be disoriented are new 

stodents to the faculty, students fnun other facukies who have to use classrooms 

and lecture theatres in the complex, and visitors. This building has an incomplete 

U shaped geometry, whidi W s  san-serif on one side and serif on the other. 

Figure 5.2 shows this shape. 

Figure S a  Shape d the experimental building 
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The engineering building houses four departments fully, and the fiffh partially. 

These five departments make up the Facuîty of Engineering. EN is divided into six 

blocks (not physically) named A to F. The blockS are sometimes refened to as 

wings. so that Bkdc F and Wing F would mean the same thing. Bbck A and Part 

of bled< 6 house the Department of Eledrical Engineering (ENEL). Modo B. C 

and D are occupied by the departrnsnts of Chmical and Petroleurn Engineering 

(ENCH). Deperbnent of Mechanical Engineering (ENME) (in part). the Dean's 

Office on the second flaor. the Study Room on the second floor and the Students' 

Lounge on the main floor. The second and third Rcors of Block E belong to the 

Department of Geomatics Engineering (ENGE). and its main flaor and basernent 

floors are occupied by the Department of Civil Engineering. Block F is used by the 

Depanment of Civil Engineering (ENCI). EN has a maximum of six levels (not for 

al1 wings). Four floors are above the ground and two floors are below the ground. 

The basement and the sub-basement are used mainly for laboratories, workshops 

and material storage. There are also some students lodcers in the basement. The 

floors abave the gmund are used as laboratories, classrooms, lecture theatres and 

offices. Oniy Block F has level four. which is callsd the penthouse and is us& by 

Geomatics graduate students. 

Discontinuity features prominentiy in this building, which may be as a result of 

staged construction. These discontin uities necessitate level and direction changes. 
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There are many corridor inte-as; these, coupled with vertka1 changes in 

dir8Cficon. add to the complexity of the building. Most of the intemal doors along the 

conidors are closed because of fire regulations, thus Iimiang visual access. 

Eighteen doors lead into and out of the building. with eight of them being major 

and the rest minor. The minor doois do not ha- any attention called to them, 

elher in ternis of afchiteciuial eqmctatiori or appropriate signing. They are painted 

deep grey, made h m  solid metal wiai sliis at eye level. 

Signing within the buiIding appears insâequate, considering the complexity of its 

design. For the most part, the signs are too small (25mrn white letter on a black 

badcground). pasted on brick facd walls or light yelkw dry walls. Some of the 

identification signs are. however, bigger in sire. The inadequacy of these signs is 

made worse by poor location. insufficient lighting and somethes visual noise in 

their vicinity. Lack of 'you are hem mapsm and visiMe directory boards complicate 

wayfinding. These aie m e  of the reasons why the building is chosen to study the 

relationship between the number of dedsion points or number of signs and the 

ease of wayfinding. 

5.5 The expefiment 

Two group of subjeds. 31 each, were mruited for this experiment. The first 

group 20 men and 11 women, msists mainly of graduate and senior 

undergraduate students of the Facuky of Engineering. This is a group of people 
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who have been in the Facuity for at ieast two ymrs and who c m  find their way 

around the building very easily. All of them were asked if they recognized the 

chosen origins and destinations to which the answr was yes. The second group 

(17 men and 14 mwnen) consists of those who have no kmwiedge of this building. 

They mem reciuited mainly from outside the miversity. Two of them, however, are 

students from other facutii. Most of the subjects am behiveen the ages of twenty 

one and thirty, and al1 have had a minimum of hgh school education. 

Since the first group of subjects know their way around the building, there was no 

need to aid them with signs. They wem asked to use the building as it was. The 

second group required signs to take them from one point to another. The signs 

were bhck on yeliow badcground. This dcheme was chosen because Î t  is known 

to give highest legibility, and to contrast the white on black signs used throughout 

the building. This would make it easy for the subjects to recognize and follow 

directions. The human factor rule of 3mm per viewing metre was used 

(Fruin,198!5). Letters were al1 in upper case as suggested by Arthur and Passini 

(1 991). Al decision points and points needing reassurance were signed to remove 

any doubt in the minds of the subject. Signs were placed perpendicular to the 

direction of movement, were either wall or door mounted, 1.7m from the floor. 

Five origins and destinations routes with diierecrt numbers of decision points were 

chosen. (1) Chernical and Petrdeum Engineering Entrance to the Dean's Office 



(2) F335 to the Department of CM Engineering 0n-e (3) ûepaDepamnent of CM1 

Engineering Entrance to the Dean's ûffbe (4) Department of Mechanical 

Engineering Entrance to the Study R o m  and (5) ûepartment of Eledrical 

Engineering Entrance to the Applii Mechanics laboratory. All group one subjects 

were encouraged to take any mute withh the building to their destinations. Some 

therefore todc an elevator and some stairs when change in level was necessary. 

Group two was asked to follow the signs. 

The reason for the e-riment was explahed to each subject. They were 

instructed to walk as they nomally would. Each subject was taken to the origin 

and was then followed and timed from origin to destination. The routes that the 

first group took were noted and the actions of the second group as they navigated 

through the building were also noted. The experts were not given any specific 

instruction as to which route they should take. It took between twenty five and 

thirty minutes to take one subject through the experiment. 

5.6 AnalysIr 

The average times taken to walk from one origin to destination for al1 the five 

routes and for the two groups (experts and novices), Ylcluding their standard 

deviations are shown in Tabîe 5.4. The five routes chosen have different numbers 

of decision points and between zero and two level changes. The smallest number 
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of decision points was four and the îargest number thifteen. Four of the five routes 

have bvel changes. 

Table 5.4. Numkr of ckdsion points and average walking time for experts 
and rtovicas 

Route 
number 

Statistical analysis shows that there is a significant difference between the average 

walking time of the two groups of subjects. The standard deviation is higher on 3 

of the 5 routes for the experts as compared to the novices b u s e  the experts did 

not have to use the signe at the decision points and thus were able to walk at their 

personal walking speeds. However, the standard deviation is higher for novices 

walking between the Chernical engineering entiance and the Dean's office (route 

1) becaum many missed their ways. resulting in a wide variation in walking time. 

Also, because this route invoived going from the basement to the second floor over 

a short distance of 66m1 the variation in the walking Urnes of the experts is 

minimized since it is faiify diffmilt to wak faster up the stairs. The novices 

Nurnber of 
Decision 
points (N) 

4 

-fi 
L 

Novice 

Avg. f i e  
(sec) 
52.m 

Mean Time 
(sec) 
68.43 

Standard 
Oeviat ion 

7.65 

Standard 
Deviat ion 

8.1 8 - 
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hesitated a lot and were observed to be constantly W i n g  for signs. Table 5.5 

shows the time difference between the two groups of subjects and the distance 

they traversed and Figum 5.3 shows the average time to traverse the routes by 

both novices and experts. The route distance was measured from the floor plan 

obtained fmm the Physical Planning Department of the University. 

O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4  

Number of decision points 
Figure 5.3. Number of dedsion points and wayfinding time 



As reported earlier, the two physical variables, number of decision points and 

distance, are strongiy reiated. The number of decision points increases as the 

route length increases. The exception is the Civil Engineering Entrance to the 

Dean's Office (route 3) which has long comdors, resulting in an average decision 

points spacing of about 27m. There is no regular grid pattern in the building, 

resulting in differential rwm sites and corridor lengths. The average inter-decision 

distance varies from 15 to 27m for the five routes studied. Associated with this is 

level changes between origins and destinations. The ENCH entrance to the Dean's 

Office (route 1) has 4 decision points, two level changes and is only 66m long. The 

Civil Engineering entrance to the Dean's office (route 3) with six decision points 

and one level change is 162m. The Eiectrical Engineering Entrance to the Applied 

Route number 

I 

1 
1 

2 

3 
1 

4 

5 

Nurnber of 
decision 
points 

4 

5 

6 

Q 

13 

Distance (m) 

66 

75 

1 62 

155 

265 

Time 
ditence 

(=a 
16-05 

10.08 

31 -40 

Number of 
level 

changes 

2 

1 

1 

48.09 1 2 

27.89 O 



Mechanics Labofatory (mute 5) gives a smaller than e>q>ected time difference, in 

spite of the distance and number of decisbn points involved. This may be 

expîained by the iacû of ievel chan- abng this route. and may indicate the 

influence of ievel changes an wayfinding. 

An examination of the reîationship between distance and time difference shows 

that distance canot fully explain tirne diierence be-n the experts and novices. 

Regiession analysis gives ? as 0.09. Also, the number of decision points is not 

on its own a sufficient expianatory variable for the difference in the wayfinding time 

between the experts and the novices. The number of decision points can only 

explain about 15% of the differences in wayfnding time between the two groups 

of subjects. 

Since only one variable could not satisfactorily account for the walking time 

difference between the experts and novices, N o  variables, the number of decision 

points and level changes are jointly regressed against tarditydifferential. Tardity 

is defined as walking time diirence between experts and novices (T), divided by 

the route length (O). Higher value of tarditydiierential may signify some difficutty 

in wayfinding. H the tardity-differential values of the experts is taken as the bench- 

mark, then the diierence between the tardities of the experts end novices must 

have been introduoed by the physical parameters of the building. 
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The enor oommitted most by aie n o W  was takhg a m g  tum. Fve novices 

took a wrong tum on route 1, four on mute 2, foui on route 3, eigM on route 4 and 

5 on route 5. Seawrd to taking a mong tum is missing the level or fkor that 

contains th& destination. Olher e m  are backtracking and lostness. 

Table 5.6. Data for muttide tegresdon anaimis. 

Using data f r m  Table 5.6. the mgressiai result shows the contribution of both 

decision points and level dianges on aie slowness of the wayfinders as measured 

by the difference in their tardities. This is expressed in Equation 5.2. 

Route 
number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

where, 

Tm = tard.i-differential between experts and novices, 

N = the number of decision points and, 

L, = aie number of level changes along the route. 

f 5 I O. 1 05 I 13 I O I 

Tardity-d0iemnti*aI 
(time drmdst.) V/D) 

0.238 

O. 1 34 

O. 1 94 

0.295 

# of decision 
points (N) 

4 

5 

6 

9 

# of level 
change (b) 

2 

1 

1 
1 

2 
I 



T'ci#. 5.7. Regramion output 

1 Standard enor of T/D estimate 1 0,023 

I 
- - 

I Number of observations 5 1 

Variables 

Coefficients of independent variables 

Standard enor of coefficient 

- . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 

The regression equatiai has a coeffcient of determination of 0.93 with a t-ratio of 

5.1 16 for the number of decision points and 11.05 for the level change. Wah a 

degree of freedom of 3, and at 5% level of significance, both the number of 

decision points and number of level changes are significant explanatory variables 

for the wayfinding difficulty that a user might experience in this building. The 

t statistic (calculated) 
r 

F statistic (calculatecl) 

calculated F-value of 40.99 (FOmM , = 10.1) indicates that the regression as a , , 

- - 

N 

8.681~10~ 

1.697~1 o4 
5.1 16 1 1 1 ,053 

40.990 

whole is not due tu coincidence but to the independent variables. There is no 

correlation between the number of level changes and the number of decision 

points, neither is there any correlation, individually, between the nurnber of level 

changes, the number of decbion points, and tard'idiiferential, This may imply the 

absence of multicollinearity betwesn N and LC. When a 90% confidence intewal 

was const~tlcted for the coefficients, it was found that the upper limit for the 

coefficient of N is 0.0127 and the lower limit for the coefficient of L, is 0.0848. It 

is therefore proposai that the tardity-differential (Tm) be written as: 

107.236~1 o4 
9.702~1 om3 



Equation 5.3 gives a minimal deviation from the pkne of best fa and is easier to 

use and rernernber. 

5.7 D i S c ~ ~ ~ o n  

Observation of the data and their analyses clearly show that the nurnber of 

decision points in a building is not the only variable that contributes to the 

problems that wayfders may face in a cornplex settbg. The low level of 

coefficients af detemination and low values of t statistic reinforce this conclusion. 

Similarly, the length of route alone seerns not to be a good predidor of wayfinding 

time difference between the two groups of subjects. 

When the numbers of decision points and the number of level changes along the 

routes were cornbined as independent variables. a better relation emerged 

between the difference in tardity of the experts and the novices. If this is a 

measure of wayfinding problems. it can be concludeci that both variables are major 

physical culpnts. causing wayfinding diiculty. Since the two variables are not 

collinear, their coeffic'ints are inâiitors of their relative contribution to wayfinding 

problems. lncreasing the number of levels in a building by one would cause more 

wayfinding problems than increasing the number of decision points by up to ten, 

depending on buiîding type and compIm.ty. 
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Aîthough more data may have to be collecteci to mabk a general conclusion to 

be drawn, it is obvious that the number of decision points end the number of level 

changes am identifiable physical detenninants of umyfinding problems. The 

regression equation is an mcmasing function of both variables. Keeping level 

changes to between zero and one may enhance qualAy of wayfinding. This is 

evidenced in the minimal problems expeiienced by the novices when wayfinding 

between the Electiical Engineering enttance to Applied Medianics laboratory, a 

distance of 265m. wai no level change. A number of them todc m g  tums or 

missed points of level change when going from the Mechanical Engineering 

entrance to the Study m m ,  a distance of 155m wioi two level changes. 

If the regressed equation is adopted, and if the tardity-diffecential (TID) is taken as 

an indicator of reduction in visual access due to nmber of decision points and 

kvel changes. then a measure called $ could be incorporated into the visibility 

index (VI). If the inter-decision distance is longer than the recommended 23m for 

the placement of massurance sign, the length should be divided by 23 and the 

next higher integer $hou# be used in evaluating $ This would ensure that an 

inadequately sgned lang conidor is pmpeify evaluated. 

It is thus proposed that the element of aie visual connectian matrix 5 which 

accounts for both level change and number of decision points be taken as: 



where, 

N is aie number of decision points. and 

L, is the number of level changes between two activity centres. 

The use of an exponential relation to compute ky ensures that as long as all the 

necessary locations are appropriately signed, wayfinden Ml have some sense of 

their destination through the available viftual locations. This agree with Dewar 

and Mitchell (1984) that given time and opportunity for exploration, most people 

will eventually find their destination. Since the maximum value of the line of sight 

is 1 and the minimum value is zero, an exponential function would ensure that kii 

does not exceed one and does not becorne zen, regardless of the value of the 

variables. Both N and L, are aIways integera Their minimum value is zero with 

undefined maximum values. Limling the numbei of level changes, though, may 

have a beneficial effect on finding destinations through signs. Figure 5.4 is a graph 

for estimating the value of ku if N and L, are known. 

Tardity difference was chosen because it involves all the measured variables that 

were responsible for difference in time to reach destination between experts and 

novices. Using taid@ ratio is equal to using time ratio, a method that would 
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diminate mute distance. Distanœ is an Împoctant parameter which has been 

show to influence wavflndhg (Dewar and Mitchell. 19û4). Besides, mgression 

analysis peitomed on these data does not support the use of tardity ratio. 

Exampb: If there are 9 identifiable decision points between two points, and if one 

of the interdecision point distance is 3ûm, the numkr of decision point should be 

taken as 10. If there is one level change. then kh which accounts for both variables 

is: 

This experiment shows that the nurnber of decision points alone could not fully 

account for the dieronce in wayfinding tardity between experts and novices. The 

number of decision points is not the most reliable predictor of wayfinding difficulty. 

However, when the number of level changes uvas introduced into the regression 

analysis. the two variables wmbined becorne a better predictor of wayfinding 

problems. A high ? value, low standard emrs of estimates of both the regression 

and the coefficients, and their overall statistical significance (Table 5.7) give 

credence to mis conclusion. 

There is a definite relatianship between the number of decision points and route 

distance. Although a generalized conclusion cannot be made as regards the 
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optimum spacing of decision points, both the experimental building and Calgaiy 

International Airport have avemge intet-deciskn point distance less than the 23m 

remmendeci by Fmin (19û5). 

The effect of la& of visual access is expected to be more acute for those 

changing kvei than for those who are not changing ievel k r  the same number of 

decision points. 



O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Number of decision points (N) 

Figure 5.4. %j graph 



Chapter Six 

INTER-CONNECTION DENSITY, VlSlBlUM INDEX AND 

GENERIC TERMINALS 

6.1 Introduction 

The aim of this chapter is to find a convenient and more efficient method of 

detemining ease of wayfinding during aie planning stages of an airport and to 

estimate the visibility index of generic temiinals in order to assess the ease of 

wayfinding within them. The data input required to measure visibility index (VI) 

makes this pmess tirne consuming. especially for testing the effect of minor 

changes in the planned layout and the location of functional spaces. If there is a 

sufficient correlation between presccupancy VI and measures of layout 

complexity, then the camplexity indices could be used as a surrogate for 

measuring the ease of wayfinding. Inter-connection density (CD) is one of the 

measures of cornpleaty that is easier to calculate than visibility index. It involves 

counting the number of decision points and the nurnber of corridon that are 

atîached to them. The computation is simple arithmetic, whidi is easily 

accomplished by a hand-held calculator. 
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The first part of the chapter will find the relationship between VI and ICD using 

data extmcted fm m e  airpoR fkmr plans. The oecond part will assemble some 

of the known terminai configuratioris. simplify them and then estimate their visibility 

indices. The esümatd visibility indices are pre-occupancy values, kit  Braaksma 

and Cod< (1980) have show these to be related to the postsccupancy values. 

Among various factors affecting human orientation in teminals is the complexÏty 

of the building layout @est, 1970; ONeill, 1991). The more complex the building 

layout is, the more difficult it rnay be to find one's way in the building. Also, the 

more difficult it will be to fom a cognitive map of the building environment (Garling, 

1983; Weisman, 1980). A building may be described as complex if it has rnany 

decision points and many conidon. Qualitatively though, complexity is a matter of 

degree (O'Neill, 1991). Butler et al. (1 993) defined a decision point as any location 

at which a person has the choice to go in more directions than straight ahead or 

back in the direction from which helshe had corne. Best (1970) further defines a 

decision point as a place where users eiaier seek further information on which to 

base a direction finding decision or make an apparent expedient decision that is 

often incorrect. Some of the variables that affect overall cornplexity are said to be 

distance, number of b e l  changes, number of tums and information load. 

Information load is not a physical variable, but it results from the functional layout 

of the environment. Butler et al. (1993) used information load as a measure of 

complexity in one of their experhnents. Arthur and Passini (1992) suggested 
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limling information to three or four units at a time. This may be adiievable only if 

the building is well bid out. 

Medium and large airports ettract over five milliai annual passengers. If the 

number of meeters and greeters and the number of employees within the terminal 

are added to this, the number of terminal users would increase significantly. Most 

major airlines operating from an airport have check-in counters and offices at the 

airport. Concessionaires have stores. Airport owners provide services which are 

dotted al1 over the terminal. Airlines, retails, concessions and servÏces cal1 for 

attention and al1 these add to the complexity in several ways. For example. each 

of these requires some floor area for üieir operations. Further, iuxtaposlion of 

services that require different fbor sizes may create diierential conidor lengths. 

Column spacing may define corridor lengths and location of services, but the 

number of airport users and their fkw pattern will influence the site of the terminal. 

As well, the geometrlc configuration, architectural philosophy and management 

strategy contribute to the degree of complexity of a terminal through the use of 

discontinuous muni-terminal or multi-level designs. Calgary International and New 

York LaGuardia are examples of multi-level. pier finger, cuivilinear tenninals with 

discontinuity at the amvals level. Discontinuity occurs when a Roor level is 

separated either by a space or partitioned by a wall. 
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Unless adequate visual access is provided, discontinuity may cause terni inals to 

act as if the sepamted parts are difterent ûuildings. Also, leveI changes may be 

necessary to separate the anivals and departuras. Proper identification of levels 

is important, especially for those M o  are not farniliar with airport tenninals. In 

addition, stairs, elevators and escalators must be prominent to mmunicate the 

existence d level change. Unfortunately, most terminais do not cal1 attention to 

elevators and stairs. alaiwgh escalators are in many cases well kcated. 

There is a conflict betmeen the simplicity of plan layout and ease of uvayfinding, 

given a number of activity centres within a terminal. The simplest layout would be 

one with a single corridor with one entrance, but the consequent operational 

difficulty in medium to large airports makes this type of layout impractical. Not only 

would the corridor be too long, this type of iayout would introduce a long walking 

distance for passengers. When the building layout features curves with small radii 

and shallow depth, visual access can be testricted. While shallow depths rnay 

reduce walking distance for aniving passengers, they may create wayfinding 

problems for other types of passengers such as transfennig passengers whose 

visuai access rnay be restricted by the geometry of the terminal. 

6.2 Measurement of complerlty of plan layout 

The only quantitative study to date that links plan configuration with the difficulty 

of wayfinding was presented by O'Neill (1991). He defined complexity with a 
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parameter calkd Intei-carnection ûensity (CD). He showed through expiments 

that the higher the ICD the more dMcutt it is for subws to find their way. ICD is 

obtained by dividing the total number of links in a building by the total number of 

decision points. Thus, 

Links are comdors or passage-ways that aie physically connected to a decision 

point. O'Neill (1991) presented a simple example of how ICD is measured from a 

plan layout which is shom in Figure 6.1. This simple plan layout has an ICD of 

2.33. There are 8 decision points and 14 links in Figure 6.1. The number of links 

for this simple pbn can be estimated by Equation 6.2. 

where, 

L is the number of links, and 

D is the number of decision points. 

If equation 6.2 is divided by the number of decision points 0, and H D is very large, 

then ICD will be approximately 3. That is, there will be a maximum of three 

directions to choose from at any decision point. Hence, the highest probabiiity of 



- - - -  - 

Number of decision points = 6 

Total number of links = 14 

inter-connection density = 1416 

Figure 6.1. Hypothetical floor plan (O'Neill. 1 991) 



circulation ICD 

Tg ure 6.2. Circulation pattern and corn plexity indices 
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chooshg a m g  ciiredion at any decision point is 213. However, this probability 

is reduœd to IR if a waflnder has m e  up one of the three conidon to the 

decision point, and it is known that tuming ba& b not a correct action. This 

information can be effectiveiy communicated aimugh signs. 

Best (1970) suggested measuring compledty by the piobability of taking a wrong 

direction at a decision point. The measu re called route uncertainty (RU) is obtained 

by rnuitiplying successive choice probabilities together. Choice probability is the 

probabiüi that the wayfinder will choose the correct path at a decision point. If 

there are three choices to be made at a decision point and there is no information 

available, then the choii  probabiîii pi is 113. In other wrds, 

where, 

4 is the probability of making the right decision at a decision point i, and 

D is the number of decisian points. 

Applying mis to Fgure 6.1 would give a route uncertainty of 1/8 for the longest 

toute from A to D. If Fgure 6.1 is modified to allow for more choices at the 

decision points, such as may be expected at m e  airports, then the (CD) will be 

a maximum of 4 and route uncertainty for the longest route will be 1/36. Figure 6.2 
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shows possible plan layouts, ICD and route unceitainty (RU). Best (1970) u s d  

route uncertainty to pmdict the number of users who wem going to get lost in his 

experimentai building His theory assumes that the user is a novice. 

Evaluation of route unœrtainty requires identnying a route between two points with 

the highest number of decision points. This route is not necessarily the longest 

route. The search method cou@ be by inspection or dynamic programrning. The 

route uncertainty method may give an indication of the problem that is faced by a 

wayfmder going from one point to another. 

6.3 Data collection 

In order to know whether there is a relationship between measures of cornplexity 

and visibility index, it is necessary to investigate some existing airport tenninals. 

Data are needed to estimate visibility index. This may be obtained from teminal 

floor plan shomng al1 adivity centres. Inter-connection densities are also abtained 

from the blue print by ext*icting the circulation pattern and noting the decision 

points. Points where a decision is made to go in either a horizontal or vertical 

direction are also noted (stain. elevators and escalators). 

Floor maps showing actMty centres were collectd from five airports: (1 ) Calgary 

International Airport. (2) New York Muardia Airport, (3) Singapore Changi Airport 

(terminai 2). (4) Edmonton International Airport and(5) Amsterdam Schipol Airport. 
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To obtain the visibili index, sightlines are drawn from one actMty centre (node) 

to al1 other activity centres. A sightiine is recorded as wi (the importance factor of 

the activity centre to w h i i  a visual access is sought) if it does not cross any other 

activity œntre whib it sttetches from one node to another. It is recorded as zero 

othefwise. Each node is repiesented by its importance factor wi. The value of wj 

for each activity centre was detennined in Chapter 4. ActMty centres that offer the 

same seMces but which are located in many parts of the terminal are assumed 

visible if one of them is seen fiom a node. Examples are waterfountains and 

phones. The value of the visibility index for an activity œntre j is the summation 

of aie importance factors of the activity centres seen from node j plus the 

summation of the importance factor of the activity centres from which node j is 

seen divided by two times the number of actïvity centres that should be ideally 

seen. The visible node would nonnally include the originating node as discussed 

in Chapter 3. Total number of nodes is also noted. 

A quicker method of obtaining availabie sightlines is to use a pin and a coloured 

thread. The thread is tied to the pin which is placed at each activïty centre. The 

thread is smng to other activity centres. If the thread goes over an adivity centre 

before it gets to aie one to which a view is sought, the sigMline is not considered. 

If the thread does not go over any other activity centre. the visual connection is 

recorded as wj of the activity centre foi which a view is sought. This rnethod would 

eliminate the use of a h ~ ~ e  math by only concentrating on advity centres with 



availabb sightlines. The visbilii index is obtaned by using Equation 6.4. 

where, 

w, N and VI are as defined eailier. =Ur i 

Data for ICD are obtained by eramining the circulation pattern within the terminal 

as shown in aie floor plan. A decision WOU# nonally be made at an entrante, 

whether to go right, left or straight ahead and also at intersections, whether to take 

any of the corridors and at stairs, escabtors or elevaton. whether to go up or 

down, or go in any of the comdors in the horizontal plane. In this study, the length 

of conidors is not msidered Thus. a long corridor without any decision points is 

counted as one corridor. The number of decision points is noted, as well as the 

number of corridors linked to each decision point. 

6.4 Vlslbility Index and number of activity centres 

The preaccupancy visibility index is oôtained by using Equation 6.4. Arrival, 

departure and restricteâ amas are treated separately. This provides more data 

points for analysis. Table 6.1 shows different areas of the terminal, the number of 

activity centres in them and their estimated visibility indices for different terminais. 
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A regression analysis shows that there is same cordation between the calcuhted 

visibiîity index and the number of oveilable s8NiCBS. The c o e f f i i t  of 

determination ? is 0.50. TaMe 6.2 shows the mgression results. 

Tabîe 6.1. Number of activîty centres and visibility index, (VI) 

AirportMaIl 

Edmonton Wial 

1 Amsterdam Schi~ol Departure 1 53 1 0-26 

- - - - - - . - - - - 

Changi A m a l  
L 

Singapore Changi Departure (R) 

Singapore Changi Depanure (O) 

Amsterdam Schipol Arrival 

# of activity cenhes 

22 

R stands foi restricted areas, while G stands for general areas. 

visibility index (W) 

0.34 

21 

40 

16 

37 

Calgary Amival (2) . 
Calgary Depaiture 

0.3 

0.38 

0.45 

0.26 

21 

51 

0.76 

0.26 





Table 62 Rogmssîon d vbibility index and number d activity cantres 

value stcl, enor 1 t value Pr(>t) 
1 

lntercept 0.61 90 0.0823 7.521 3 0.0000 
I 

F-stat istic 7 1 .O5 
pvalue 0.006 
deg. fteedom 1 and 11 

. R - sauared . 0.50 

1 Visibility index = 0.619 -ô,OOSg*number of adMN centres [nodes) 1 

For the five aiiports axisidered, the regression results suggest that only about fifty 

percent of the pre-occupancy visibiiity index can be explaineci by the number of 

activity centres. The decreasing relationship between the visibility index and the 

number of actMty centres agrees mth what may be intuitiiely correct. The 

regression equation shows that a large number of activity centres will be required 

to reduce the value of VI to zero, On the basis of data availabte for the above 

analysis, the estimated mean of the maximum VI is 0.619. A 95% confidence 

interval of this value is 0. 67, which is close to the maximum value obtained from 

actual surveys. This is also an indication that a VI value of 1 may be difficult to 

obtain. 

When only the departures levels are considered, the coefficient of determination 

? is 0.77 with a maximum VI of 0.46. About 136 activity centres will be required 

to reduce the VI of the departure levels to zero. lncreasing the number activity 
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centres will certainly incrase wayfinding difficulty, as some  of them may be 

obstnicting the view of the wayfînder. 

6.5 Visibility Index and Interconnectjon Density 

Relationship between the nsiMlity index and interconnecticm density (CD) was 

sought through a regression analysk ICD was calcuiated for eacb type of hall of 

the airports considered. VI is plotted as the dependent variable, while ICD is the 

independent variable. Table 6.3 shows the input and Table 6.4 shows the resuits. 

It can be sesn from Table 63  that both Schipol and New York's departure halls 

wÏth ICD value greater than 3.0 have very low visibility index Calgary arriva1 halls 

with very low ICD, (less than 2) has the highest visibility index. The regression 

resultç give an inverse relation between the two variables. 

Theie is a strong association between the pr86ccupancy visibility index and inter- 

connection density. Seventy six percent of the variation in the visibility index is 

explained by the complexity index The intercept and the coefficient of the 

independent variable couid be approximated by 1 and - 0.3 respectively. This will 

irnply that when ICD has a value between 3 and 4, the VI will be about zero and 

navigating through the terminal may becorne very difficuk The maximum visibility 

index from the regression equation is 0.70. 



Table 6.3. W and ICD 

Changi anival 1 2.00 1 0.35 

AirporVHall 
, 

Edmonton anival 
I 

Edmonton deoaRure 

interconneciion dmsity 

2-00 

2.28 

visibility index 

0.34 

0.31 

0.38 

0.45 

0.26 

0.1 4 

0.26 

Changi depamire (R) 
1 

Changi departure (G) 

Schiphol deparhire (0) 
1 

Schiphol departure (R) 

Schiohol arriva1 

Calgary arriva1 2 

There is always a difference between pie- and post occupancy VI. This has been 

noted by Braaksma and Cod< (1980); but there is a conespondence between 

these two values. Analysis of Calgary International airport data shows that the pre- 

occupancy VI is fower than the post-occupancy VI. The use of sgis helps in 

making more adivity centres visible from more locations. 

2.35 

2.14 

2.44 

3.04 

2.00 

Calgav departure 

New York deparhire 

New York arriva1 

1 -77 0.76 

2.40 

3.10 

2.09 

0.26 

0.1 8 

0.48 





TaMe 6.4. Regrassion of visibillty hdex and intw-connection d.nsity 

l 

Intercept 

m f f  of C D  

F-statistic 

VI = 1.0367 - 0.2985 ICD 

Piopo#d mgmssion equatlon 

VI = 1 - 0.3 * ICD 

deg. of free 

pv'ue 

6.6. Comgaring VI and ICD for arriva1 and departure levels 

As can be observed fmm Table 6.3. the amval levels have lower ICD and higher 

VI than their corresponding departure levels. The means and standard deviations 

of both the ICD and VI for the two levels were fwnd to be statistically different at 

5% significant level. The departure leveis are therefore more cornplex and harder 

to navigate than the amval levels. Because the departure level has more activities 

gohg on in it, it is bound to be more complex and therefore the same level of 

service based on orientation cannot be expected from the two levels. 

1 and 11 
0.0001 
0.7623 

Table 6.5 shows the means and standard deviations for both ICD and VI for the 

arriva1 and departure levels. 

value 

1.0367 

4.2985 

35.27 

t - ~ b  

9.1485 

-5.9392 

Std. 8KOr 

0.1 133 

0.0503 

Pr(>t) 

0.OOOO 

0.0001 



Tabk 6.5 Means and rtuiâarû devbtions for vklbilïty in6x and 

inter-Connection Density (ICD) 

A M I  1 -972 0.107 Means are 
L 

Departure 2.496 0.390 
different at 5% 

I significant level 
Corn bined 2.309 0.392 

Visibility Index (VI) 

6.7 Discussion on ICD and VI for suweyed airports 

The airport terminais anafyred have similarities and dissimilarities. Both Calgary 

International and New York LaGuardia have similar curvilinear geometry. They are 

both pier finger types of terminal and both have physical discontinuity at their 

arriva! levels. LaGuardia provides a visual access airough a gkss wall between the 

two parts of the arriva1 levd. lt is thus possible to treat LaGuardia amival level as 

if the floor were continuous. This is not possible with Calgary International with its 

lack of visual connection between the two parts of the arrivai level. LaGuardia is 

a bigger airport than Calgary International both in size md passager traffic. It can 

be sesn from Table 6.3 that LaGuardia wtth higher values of ICD has lower values 

of VI than Calgary. Given their geometric similarities, the differences in the 

computed ICD and VI values may be paiay due to the difierence in their size. 

L 

Hall 
I 

Amval 

Depaiture 
h 

Cambined 

Remarks 

Means are 
different at 5% 
significant level 

Mean 

0.428 

0.282 

0.347 

Standard 
deviath 

0. 1 82 

0.1 01 
rn 

O. 1 58 
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Schiphol and Changi terminal 2 differ in the& geomebles. Schiphol is an 1 shaped 

pier fkiger teminal. whik Changi Terminal 2 cannot be classif i  s t W y  as a pier 

finger temiinel. Schiphol's terminal is bigget than Changi Terminal 2. Both 

teminals however, m a t  to have similar operational management They both 

have big restricted areas where a lot of actWis are concentrated compared to the 

general areas. It can be seen from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 that the Schipol has higher 

ICD and number of available services compareci to Changi Terminal 2. with a 

consequent b e r  VI value. 

Edmonton International is a quasi pier finger terminal. whereas Changi Terminal 

2 is not. They both have their restricted areas contiguous to the general areas. 

Bo# have a similar number of nodes at their amval levels (21 for Changi, 22 for 

Edmonton). Their arrivals have the same ICD and approximately equal VI. Changi 

Terminal 2 has a much bigger restricted area than Edmonton. Their general 

departure halls have d i rent  ICD and hence different VI. This also confirms that 

ICD has a decreasing relation with VI. 

The regression equation beWeen VI and ICD for al1 these teminal may therefore 

be a practical tool for assessing the presccupancy visibility index and for a quick 

sensitbîty analysis of the ease of waylinding. Although post occupancy VI may be 

somewhat different from the pre-accupancy VI, Braaksma and Cook (1980) have 

shown that there is a strong conelation between the N o  rneasures. 



6.8 Planning Impliocillonr 

When planning a terminal with ease of wayfinding in mind, the architect rnay use 

eiaier ICD or VI ai the@ combinatkn. The pbnner rnay reduce the number of 

activity centres in aie temiinal. This may be impossible given the level of comfori 

that the passmgers expect from the airport. Reducing the number of concessions 

rnay also not be economically feasibie, although limiüng the number of 

concessions to a level that does not impair wayfinding Is an attractive proposition. 

The planner rnay consider bunching ielated seMces and concessions, rather than 

scattering them over the terminai. That is, instead of having ten restaurants in a 

medium size terminal, there could be thme designated places for restaurants. 

These ten different concessionaires are then located side by side at these three 

locations. 

Since ICD is a function of both the number of conidors and decision points, 

reducing the number of links per dedsion point would reduce the complexity of the 

terminal. Therefore, the ideal situation wouM be to have longer corridors as long 

as confirmatory signs are appropriately posted. It has been suggested that a 

confirmatoiy sign is needed every seventy f i e  feet (23rn) (Fruin, 1985). However, 

long corridors rnay increase the average walking distance within the terminal, as 

short cuts rnay be reâuced for those who are familiar with the terminal 

environment. The planners rnay want to balance excessive walking against 

m inimiraüon of interconnection density. 



It wwld a b  be a good pradke to minimize the number of layen of corridors as 

this encourages the use of cross corridors. Cross corridors are the short conidors 

that link major corridors. They increase the number of decision points and hence. 

CD. 

Examination of the pre-occupancy VI shows that adhrity centres which are 

centrally located enjoy a better visual access than those h t e d  along the walk. 

Therefore, activity centres which are deetneci impottant for travelling or which have 

an importance factor close to 1 may be centrally IocatBd. Mm*mization of the 

visual access to these impoRant activities will increase the VI of the terminal. 

The checkin counters at some of the airports obstruct the view to some other 

activity centres. Whereas it is good to centrally locate the more important activities, 

it is not good to situate them to obstnict users' views to other avaibble services. 

The use of transparent materials such as glas or Perspex to wntain centrally 

located activities may be considered if there is a need to wntain such activity 

centre. A low cost solution will be to kwp these nodes uncontained above the 

counter levels. 

Replicating seivices that have the same fundions and siting them at appropriate 

locations in aie terminal may increase visuel access. This is because when one 

of the replicated sewices is visualiy perceptible from a point of observation, al1 the 



0 t h  repliCates are considerad visually pemptibie. Thus, il will be better to have 

more phones locations withh the temiinal thivi to have just a few phone locations. 

There are four basic terminal concepts: the pi= satellite, Iinear and transporter 

(Hart, 1985). The- are also combinations of these concepts. Terminais may be 

centralbd, semi-centralïued or decentralized. A centralized teminal has al1 its 

operations in a single hall. a semi-centralired has a mini-teminal for a number of 

gates as with a pier finger with ils terminal at Hs base or a satellite with its own 

terminal. In a decentralized terminal, each gate has Îts own mini-terminal and does 

not permit the sharing of facitities. A tutally decentralized terminal is unlikely, given 

its cost and operational implications. 

Pier terminals are those with fingers protruding either from the main terminal 

building or from a concourse attacha to the terminal building. Oates are on both 

sides of the fingers. Piei fingers terminals may be parallel, radial, T or Y. Figures 

6.5a.c show paraIlel pier finger terminals. Operationally, passengers, enter the 

terminal building, go to the checkmin counter (if pre-ticketed) and pass through the 

security check-point at the entrana to the pier finger, to get to their gate's hold 

r m .  



Figure 6.5a.Typical centralized radial pier-finger 
terminal 

Figure 6.5b.Typical centralized parallel pier-finger 
terminal 

Figure 6.5c.Typical semi-centralized parallel 
pier-finger terminal 
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A centraîiked satellite teminal consists of grwps d remote aitcmft gates which are 

finked to the terminal rither by elevated, surf&œ or sub-grade connedom. The 

group of @tes may be cirwiar, square. rectangular, T or Y in shape. A semi- 

centralited satellite has a terminal for each gmp d gates or for a satellie. Figures 

Md-f show typbl satellite tenninals. Passengen whose gate is in any of the 

satellites enter the main teminal, check in their baggage and proceed to take the 

people mover to the satellite containing their departure gate. ARiving passengers 

take the people mover to the main terminal, daim their baggage and exit to ground 

t ransportation. 

A Iinear terminal has gates on one side of the terminal building. Each gate has its 

own check-in conter, but one check-in may be used for a group of contiguous 

gates if aie gates are owned by the same airline. A linear teminal could be 

excessively long for a medium to a large airport. literature has shown that Mile 

a lineai teminal is good for temiinating passengers, it results in an excessive walk 

for tramferring passengers (de-Neufville, 1978). DallasFort Worth is an example 

of a linear or gate anival concept that gives an unfavourabie walking distance to 

transferring passengers unless they are connecüng from their anival gates 

(Bandara, 1989). 



Figure 6.5d.Typical centralized circubr satellite terminal 

Figure 6.5e.Typical centralized rectangular satellite 
terminal 

Figure 6.5f.Typical centralized T satellite terminal 
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A transporter terminal concept is one in which passengers dredc in their luggage 

in the main tenninal building and are taken to the aircraft remote parking by a 

mobile lounge or a bus. For miking distance estimation, Bandara (1989) said a 

transporter concept does not repmsent a geometry. However, the layout of its 

terminal builâing may present a wayfind'ig probletm. Passengers have to be able 

to locate their airline chedc-in counter, the security check-points and the 

appropriate departure lounge from where they will be driven to board the aircraft. 

Remote tenninal concept is not very popular because of ncreased interference of 

the airside vehicles with aircraft activities on the apron. 

Airport terminal configuration is chosen based on many criteria. Some of the 

variables considered are; volume of passengers, walking distance (Hart, 1985), 

potential for future expansion. land use, location of ninways, vehicular and aircraft 

circulation patterns and of course CO& to benefit ratio (IATA, 1995). Braaksma and 

Ramsay (1979) suggested using decentralkation and shape to determine the 

optimum concept for a terminal. Robuste (1991) analyzed various types of terminal 

configurations and found that the inverted closebloop geometry is the fairest to al1 

passenger types in a hub tenninal. He also concluded that hub teminals with high 

percentage of transfers should have a different geometry than the terminais which 

cater for mainly originating and teminating passengers. Bandara and Wirasinghe 

(1 992) proposed the use of minimum walking distance for choosing an optimum 

geometry for a chosen concept. Dada and Wirasinghe (1 994) detennined the best 
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geometric configuration for pier finger tcmninals by minimirhg the total cost of 

waking, taxiing, baggage ûanspott and construction. 

Cornparison of basic terminal concepts for wayfmdhg purposes has not been 

found in the literature. Although al1 the criteria listed in the literature are important 

in choosing a terminal concept, the added consideration for wayfinding at the 

planning stages may forestall some of the problems that airport terminal users 

experience in finding theii ways m i n  the cornplen lt may also heb airport 

architects and pianners to adopt a much simpler design, devoid of many signs. 

Mills (1985) said that the better the plan, the fewer the directional signs required. 

The only way to have fewer directional signs is to make a large portion of the 

terminal or the faciliües provided visually perceptible. 

Signpostïng is usually don8 after a building is cornpleted. A sign masterplan is 

often irnposed on an already designed terminal building. Arthur and Passini (1 992) 

suggested that wayftnding experts shwld be hvolved at the planning stages of any 

cornplex building. An atîempt is made in this chapter to compare the eese of 

wayfinding for basic geomebic and operational concepts at the planning stages. 

The cornparison m'Il be based on the value of visibility index (VI) of each concept. 

Two concepts wïll be evaluated. These are pier and satellite. SGgate and 100-gate 

terminal are chosen based on m inïrn um walking distance. Minimum wal king 
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distance geunetry is edopted because wayfinding is c b d y  akin to walking. Input 

data will be taken from Bandara and Wirasinghe (1992) for both pier and satellite 

concepts. Analysis will facus on four main locations in the terminal. These are; 

e n t r a n ~ ~  checkin counters (tkketing). seair@ points and the gates. These 

four locations are chosen because they are very crucial to departing and 

transferring passengers, and because arriva1 bvels have always been observeâ 

to be less complex than the departure levels. 

6.1 O Methodology 

The approach to this pre-planning wayfinding evaluation is aieoretical. Optimum 

terminal geometry is obtained for a given number of gates using the equations 

derived by Bandara and Wirasinghe (1992). These equations will give the number 

of piers or satellites and the number of gates in each pier or satellite. One 

entrante. one check-in and one security position at entrances to piers or satellites 

are centrally position& on a sketch representing the optimum geometry. 

Sightlines are drawn from each location to the other locations if there is no 

obstnrcüon in the way. The number of available sightlines is noted, so also is the 

number of al1 the activity centres. The ratio of the number of available sightlines 

to the square of the total number of activity centres is the pre-plan visibility index. 

The value obtained for each type of terminal is tabulated and compared to see 

which terminal type and operational strategy gWes the highest visibility index and, 



hence is the easiest for wayfinding. 

6.1 1 Anaîysis and ResuIEI 

A total of 8 tenninal types wre investigated. They are: centralized and semi- 

centralized radial piers, centralued and semi-cmtralized paraIlel piers, centralized 

and semieentralized rectangular satellites. antralited and semi-centralized T 

satellites. 

In choosing the optimum geometry, it was assumed that the passenger 

composition for each tenninal will be 40% transferring and 60% originating and 

teminating. Of the 40% transferring passengen, 5Wh of them are hub transfers 

and of this 50°h, half are retuming from their arriva1 pier. The value of visibility 

index (VI) is highest for one entrante, one check-in and one security check-in 

option. The value of VI as expected, degenerates as the number of activity centres 

increases. Table 6.6 shows the value of VI for each type of terminal analyzed. 

Table 6.6 indicates that aiere is a Mgher Iikelihood of wayfinding problems in 100- 

gate terminais than in 50-gate tenninals. A 50-gate centralized radial pier tenninal 

has the highest value of visibility index. This is because a fïfty gate centralized 

radial pier terminal has an optimum number of three piers, resulting in eight 

primary actMty centres. 



T.#. 6.6. Vkibility Index for generic terminale 
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O = Check-in counter - 
1 = main entrance visible line of sight 

2.3.4 = security points 
5.6,7 = generic points in the pier-fingers 

# of decision points = 8 - 
18 gates # of conidors = 25 

Figure 6.6. Sight lines in a typical 50-gale centralized radial pier fhger terminal 
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I 
# of visible sightlines = 30 
# of nodes = 8 
lnterconnection density = 3.1 - 
Visibility index (rnax) = 0.47 
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* visible sight lines 

O = check-in counter 1 = main entrance 

2.3.4.5 = secu rity check-points 6.7.8.9 = entrance into satellite 

10.1 1.12,13 = nodes in the satellites 
number of node = 14 
number of available sightline = 50 
visibility index = 0.26 

Figure 6.7. Typical sight lines in a centralized circulat satellite terminal 
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A Sbgate centraI'U8d paraIlel pier fhget terminal, on the other hand, has seven 

piers resulting in 18 primary aconty centres. Semi-centralized pier and circular 

satellite terminals have the kwst visibility inâices because of the sheer number 

of their respective piers and satellites. However, these semi-centralired terminals 

could enjoy higher values of VI if terminal umrs know their pierslkatellite and do 

not have any need to go to -or parts of the terminal. Lbiear terminals are 

expected to pwfom poaily because of sheer length (about 31cm for a fifty-gate 

terminal) and number of activity centres (fifiy check-ins or getes) Wich are bound 

to liml visual access. A centralized T satellite peifomis a little worse than a 

rectangular satellite. This rnay have to do with the higher complexity of a T 

geometry compared to a rectangular geometry (ICD is 1.5 for T and 1 for 

rectangular). A T geometry tends to restn'ct visual aecess because of its shape. A 

rectangular shape is open, and barring any obstruction and other variables that 

may reâuce visibility, a rectangular geometry is better than a T geometry. A 

terminal with centralized opefations and a rectanguhr main teminal building may 

therefore be recommended over other types of terminals. 

WHti significant improvement, it is possible that a particular geometry rnay have a 

better VI than is calculated. It can be seen that VI is dependent on the geometry 

of the terminal. The geantry configurations used in this analysis are only optimal 

for walking. Different geometries may be obtained if mst is considered. 
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6.12 ConduJons 

Time spent on pre-occupancy data cdlect'i may be greatly reduced by noting 

only the visible activity centres. It has been shown through regression analysis that 

increasing the number of activity centres will reûuce the value of VI. The solution 

suggested in this chapter is to cluster a c t w  centres M e r  than scatter them, and 

to properiy identify the centres. Also, actNity centres should not be located to 

obstruct the view to other ac tw  centres. Effort must be made to rnm*mize visual 

access within the terminal. 

Activities with higher importance factors should be located where they could en joy 

the highest visual access. Exarnining the floor plans of some of the airports clearly 

shows that ceritrally located nodes enjoy higher visibility f m  al1 other nodes. In 

some of the airport terminals. check-in counters are in most cases conspicuously 

located, but security check point are not. It may be necessary to meke the security 

check points visible from the check-in counters, especially for pier finger terminals. 

An idea of the route complexity can be obtained by using the Best (1970) route 

uncertainty pracedure. Since route uncertainty is relata to ICD), a floor plan with 

a high value of ICD is likely to produce dHfcult routes. 

Once the visibility index of the first draft of the floor plan is assessed, subsequent 

VI may be Wimated by calculating the ICD of the ensuing plans. VisibiloRy index 
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has been found in this study to be correlated with ICD. Moving adivity centres 

around, imeasing or redwbng ththeif number cwld resuit in the creation or 

elirninatim of conidors and deciskn points. When this happens, the direction of 

the value of VI will be predicted by the value d ICD. The higher the ICD, aie lower 

the VI and hence the more dœicult it may be to wafind in such a setting. 

It has been shown through the evaluatim of the VI that different terminal concepts 

will offer different levels of ease of wayfinding. Of the tenninal concepts analyred, 

a centralued radial terminal appears to be more wayfinding friendly. Semi- 

centralired teminals are the wrst for wayfinding. In chmsing terminal and 

operational concept, it may be advisable to consider wayfinding along with other 

factors in order to avoid excessive signposting of the terminal. 



Chapter Seven 

LEVEL OF SERVICE PROPOSAL 

7.1 introduction 

The levels of senrice (LOS) of an airport terminal are measured by various criteria. 

Many organizations and airlines have their own standards for measuring the level 

of seMce, especially in ternis of service quality and level of cornfort. Heathington 

and Jones (1975) identify over 25 characteristics relevant to the airport teminal. 

Sorne of these are: availability of seating , walking distance. accessibility, 

orientation, waiting time, and occupancy (Senevirauie and Martel, 1994). 

Perhaps the most prominent rneasure of LOS is the time spent in the various 

processing elements in the terminal. A survey conducted by the International 

Foundation of Airline Passengers Association indiited that time spent at the 

checkin end the baggage daim is the most important factor to travellers (Condom, 

1 987). 

Mumayiz and Ashford (1986) used delay at senrice centres in a terminal to 

interpret the response of surveyed passengen. They said that from dfierent 

spatial, temporal, econometric, statistical, and other rneasures that may be used 

to evaluate service, delay (as a major component of total time spent), is 
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considered to be a suaable measure from both the pmcticaI and theoretical points 

of view. Theomtically, deiay is the major contributor to congestion. and practically, 

it is foremost in üie min& of passeng8Cs. 

Martel and Seneviratne (1990). reporteci that 60% of the respondents in a suwey 

of air passengers consider time spent in the proc8ssing eiements as the most 

important while 53% said that *infonnation8 is the most important in the circulation 

elements 

Ndoh and Ashford (1994) used funy sets to incorporate qualitative components 

such as cavenience and comfort into the rneasure of LOS in the terminal. They 

applied linguistic fuay set models such as high, medium and low to evaluate 

airport passenger services. lt was the opinion of the authors that, although 

passengers can tell how they feel about a service, they cannot put a precise 

numerical value on their feelings. 

Orner and Khan (1988) rduceû different service measures to a common scale by 

b a r  transformation and then applled utïlity theory to evaluate the level of service 

in passenger terminat They linearized the passenger ranking of the perceived 

quality of service at processing points to produce a scale from O to 1. The flaws 

in this method as pointed out by Muller and Gosling (1991) are: 
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(1) rank numbers are ordinal not cardinal. and cannot therefore be 

summed togethe?. and 

(2) most service measuies do not have upper bounds and cannot be 

converted to a scale of O to 1. 

These problems can be circumvented by rating rather than by ranking (de NeufVille 

and Stafford. 1971). 

Muller and Gosling (1991) used a psychological scaling technique to propose a 

quality of perception framework. They assurned that there is a relation between the 

experience of the passengers to selected stimuli and their perception of quality of 

service. Proportions of respondents that rated different seMces on a Likert-type 

sale were transfonned to obtain a quantitative quality rating. The authors were of 

the opinion that this rnethod wgll give a better indication of the LOS in the terminal. 

Ndoh and Ashford (1993) employed the theories of perception scaling and 

categorical judgement, as applied by Muller and Gosling (1991), to evaluate airport 

access LOS. They rat& services an a fvepoint scale frorn very satisfactory to 

very unsatisfactory. The survey ratings were analyzed according to passenger 

group because the theory of categorical Matement assumes that subjects in the 

same category tend to rate a facility almost the same way. Using this method. they 

were able to detemine the passengers' perception ta different LOS attributes 

relating to airport access. The authors explained the steps involved in evaluating 
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LOS based on psychmetric scaling as bllows. 

(1) A scaie continuum partitibned into k category boundarbs is defined. Any 

LOS ettribute j, has a unique perception scaie (uj) that c m  be placed 

between two categwy boundarieg. This scale is unique irrespective of the 

su bject. 

(2) A category k in which the mean scale value uj is placed has a 

lower and an upper boundary on the scale continuum. 

(3) A passenger providirtg a perception scale for an attribute j will ascribe 

a scale value vi which is refated to the mean scale value uj, the category 

boundaries r and 7+1, and a value specific to the passenger. 

(4) The location of the category boundaries s and .r+l are defined as 

camposed of fmed components on the continuum and a randorn component 

6, that allows for variations in the interpretation of the categov boundary k 

by di#ferent passengers. 

(5) The sample mean sale value for any LOS attribute can be detemined 

for the sarnple. In most cases, a normal distribution function is specified, 

both for the scale value and the category boundaries. 

Seneviratne and Martel (1904) defined numerical value ranges for six terminal 

subsystem characteristics Their chosen indikators satisfied the following criteria 

proposeci by Silock (1981). An indicator mua; 

(1) reflect the specifn: obj8Cfives of management 

(2) be simple to define and quantify 
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(3) no5 require Sr-depai and expensive deta, and 

(4) ôe sensitive to changes due to impmvements or managerial 

actions. 

The authors proposeci values of performance indices show in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1. Values for kvds d service (Senevitatm & Martel, 1994) 

PI, is the performance index for the availability of seating, def ined 

as the ratio of available seat to the optimum number of seats. 

PI, is the performance index for walking, which is dependent on the 

coefficient of variation of walking distances. 

PI, is the performance hdex for accessibility, which is dependent on 

the additional distance that terminal users walk as they proceed from 

one activity to another. 

Pi,, is the performance index for orientation and is measured by the 

visibility index of the temiinal or by the actMty centre that is being 

LOS 
1 

A 

8 
1 

C 
1 

D 
I 

E 

F 

PI, 
t 1  .O 

0.94.7 

0.64.4 

Pi, 
t 1  .O 

0.0-0.9 

0.64.7 

lma 
k0.9 

0.9-0.7 

0.60.4 

0.3-0.2 

0.24.1 

4 . 1  

0.3-0.2 

0.2-0.1 

< 0.1 

0.34.2 

0.210. I 

< 0.1 

Pl" 
0.9-1 -0 

0.74.89 

0.44.69 

PI, (m2) 
1.8 

l 

1.6 
l 

1.4 

0.24.39 

0.1-0.1 9 

0.010.09 

1 -2 

1 .O 

failure 
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evaluated. 

PI, is the performance index for occupancy, which is Wned as the 

ratio of effective floor area in square metres to the passsnger 

accumulation in the same area 

The last criterion, waiting time, has LOS values based on the proposais of 

Mumayiz and AsMord (1 986). The waithg times at different processing points were 

classifii as (a) good. @) tolerable and (c) bad. The values are shown in Table 

Table 7.2. LOS for walting time (Mumayiz & Ashford, 1986) 

Plt is the performance index for waiting time which corresponds to 

the passengers' perception of delay. 

LOS 
L 

, A (good) 
8 (tolerable) 

C ibad) 

Of pafticular interest is the performance index for orientation because this research 

is mainly about orientation. Based on the data that we have collected, the 0.2 point 

spread in Pl,, (Table 7.1) seems to be too high and makes LOS A and B almost 

unattainable. LOS C has a spread of 0.3, that is, 0.4 - 0.69, which may be too 

wide. If management decides to improve wayfinding, say h m  LOS C to LOS B, 

PI, (min) 

< 15 

15-25 

25 
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this spread in LOS C rnay make such an objective difficult to achieve. Although 

money will be spent. and the value of visibility index (VI) may increase. a higher 

LOS may not be achieved. 

When a 9036 confidence interval was constnicted for the mean of VI Fable 7.3), 

it was found that the upper liml for a mean is about 0.43. If this value is used as 

the upper liml for a level or secvice C or used to describe an average LOS based 

on orientation, it will be less than the 0.69 upper Iimit proposed by Smeviratne and 

Martel (1994) for LOS C. Many large terminais are Iikely to be undenated 

because their VI levels are not usualîy very high. even wheri the wayfinding 

problems in thern may be tolerable. 

7.2 Types of Ievel of service 

We seek to define LOS in two ways: by letters 

(1) A through El and 

(2) A tfwough C. 

Letters A thmugh E b a r  some semblance with the popular highway level of 

service ratings and also with the pedestrian level of service rating proposed by 

Fniin (1 971). However, we intend to replace the six letters LOS description with 

a five-letter LOS description so that an LOS of C may constitute the average LOS 

based on orientation. Levels of service A and B will iepresent better than average 
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LOS and LOS D and E wi l  mpfesent bwer than average LOS. It is also intended 

that the difierences between the LOS be discrhina#e and that changes in the 

condiiais of LOS inputs be easiiy evaluated. 

Letters A through C are the type proposed by MumayÙ and Ashford (1 986) in their 

perception response model. They assumed, and rightly so, that terminal usen cm 

diffeientiate between good senrice, tolerable service, and bad service. The problem 

with perception response models is the wide range between the LOS which may 

keep them unchanged even with a big change in service conditions. Also, as has 

been pointed out by Muller and Gosling (1 991). a large data set is mquired, which 

may be costly and time consuming. Values are proposed for these two LOS ratings 

and their mentî and demerits are discussed in the light of the available data. 

7.3 Pioposeci definitions for LOS A - E 

LOS A (Ease of orientation is well above average) 

Building is not corn plex (as measuied by ICD) and there are few activity centres. 

There are few decision points and few choices to be made et these decision 

points. Most parts of the building are visually perceptible from all activity centres. 

There is little possibilii of disorientation and wayfinding is very easy. There is little 

likelihood of asking for directions and there is little need for directional signs. 
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EunmpIe: A weN laid out hall with most of the acüvity centres visiMe from one 

another. There are vefy few activity centres and only identifiition signs are 

newssary to confimi a place name. The arrivais hafi of Par O at the Calgary 

Intemaüonal Airport may be cansidered as a hall that offen an LOS of A. 

LOS B ( Ease of orientation is above average) 

Building is not cornplex but there aie more choices to be made at decision points. 

A good number of activity centres are visually perceptible from al1 points within the 

building. There is a low possibility of getting lost, but there is some propensity for 

asking for directions. Some directional signs are needed. 

Example: This LOS will be characterized by a simple plan layout, probably with 

a single circulation conidor. Visual access will be available to most of the places 

and where th@ is not possible, a limited number of signs will direct the usen to the 

places that are not visualiy perceptible. Most activity centres will be well designed 

and located so that usen can see and recognize them, and find their ways to 

them. The anivals halls of Calgary (main terminal) and Vancouver International 

Airports (domestic and international) may pass for this LOS. 

LOS C (Ease of orientation is average) 

Building is rnoderately cornplen There are more choices to be made at decision 

points. Visibility is sornewhat impaired. The possibility of wayfinding problems 
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exists and =me disorientath is expedeâ. Wayfinders are likely to ask for 

direcüons, and a fair number of directional signs are neeâed. 

Example: This wili be a fairly compiex hall in ternis of the average number of 

corridors that are attached to each decision point. In addition, the= are many 

acthhty centres so that it is impossible to have a visual access to many of them 

from one single locatiocl. Alaiough the use of directional signs will brlig activity 

centres to viftual locations, massurance signs will have to be used to keep the 

users reminded of their destinations. This is an average situation at some of the 

departures levels. Visual access can only be improved when activity centres are 

located to minimize visual obstruction and when the temiinal is planned with 

minimum barriers to sight lines. The arrivals level at New York LaGuardia may be 

considered to fit this LOS. This level, though discantinuous, was designed using 

a glas door so that visual acceîs is available between the two separated parts. 

The users do not have any problem knowing that there is another part to the 

arrivals hall. They also see and know how to access the other half of the hall. This 

is a simple design consideration that tumed what couid have been a users' 

nightmare into a fairly easy to navigate anivals level. 

LOS O (Ease of orientation is below average) 

Building is cornplex. There are more choices at decision points and confusion is 

likely. Visibility is limited and there is a high potential for wayfinding and orientation 
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problems. Wayfinders are more likely to ask for directions. Extensive dinedional 

signs are needed. 

Exampie: If about three corridors are attachecl to each of the decision points in a 

teminal, usen may have to rely more on directional signs and asking for 

directions. Visual acceis is very likely to be Iimited as activity centres will be 

competing for attention. The arnount of information on the signs will also be limited 

to those that are msidered important by the terminal manager. The ones that are 

considerd unimportant may be left unsigned and thus give rise to questions about 

their locations. Since asking for directions has been show not to be the most 

efficient method of wayfinding, a terminal that exhibits these complex 

characteristics is bound to be perceived by the usen as unfn'endly. The departures 

level at Vancouver International Airport is an example. The wayfnding dmiculty at 

this departures level is made worse by its layout and the multitude of activity 

centres that are not visually perceptible due to their locations. 

LOS E (Ease of orientation is well bebw average) 

Building is very cornpiex There are many choices to be made at decision points. 

Only few places are visible from each activity centre. Wayfinders rely almost 

entiiely on directional signs and asking for directions. There is a high potential for 

getting lost and disoriented. Extensive signing is needed. 
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Exampie: When a building operates at this LOS, there is a likelihood that over 

three comdom are attached to each decision point. The teminal may be so poorly 

planned aiet structural elements such as cdumns dbstruct users' views to many 

activity centres. Also, there Ml be many diredional signs and same of them may 

be confusing. Signs may be improperly designed and placed. The message they 

try to convey may be illegible or unreadable; they sometimes do not make any 

sense to the wayfinder. There is a high probability that direction asking rnay 

become an inherent and important aid to wayfinding at this LOS. The depaRures 

level at New York LaGuardia may be considered to fi this LOS. Its double layer 

corridors with its opaque partition is largely responsible for the minimal visual 

access between activity centres on this level. 

The situation at New York Muadia may have changed because there was an 

improvement to the mid section of the terminal gohg on when the terminal was 

surveyed. The ongoing improvement caused many of the signs to be poorly done 

and badiy located within the conidors joining pien 6 and C. 

7.4 Proposred definitions for Ievd of service A - C 

LOS A 

Building is not cornplex. There is little likelihood for getting lost or getthg 

disoriented. Most parts of the building are visually perceptible from most points 

within the building. Them is a little need for directional signs. 



LOS B 

Building is cornplex but there are limited choices to be made at decision points. 

There is same difficulty in wayfinding. Visual access to al1 parts of the building is 

somewhat festfkS8d. Wayfinding relies mostly on directional sigis and asking of 

directions may be expected. 

LOS C 

Building is very cornplex. Many choiœs to be made at choice points. Wayfinding 

is very difficuît and disorientation is possible. There is very small visual access to 

al1 activity centres. Signs are badly designed and badly placed, leading to 

wayfinding conf usim. 

In order to decide on which values or range of values of VI and ICD that best f i  

the LOS descriptions in Sections 7.3 and 7.4, the data obtained from the blue 

prints of fve airports were assembled. The data m e r  the depaitures (both general 

and restricted areas) and the anivals leveb and are pmsented in Table 7.3. The 

results of statistical analyses perfomied on the data are also reporteci in the table. 



The mean ICD was calailated to be 2.3 with a standard denation of 0.39, and the 

mean of VI ums cakulated to be 0.35 with a standard deviation is 0.16. Because 

of the sample site. a confidence intenral was cmst~cted to find the range for the 

mean and Etandard deviation. This is in order to know the range at which bath the 

population mean and standard deviation will fall when a ievel of confidence is 

specified. It also allows choices to be made maiin the range. 

Inteivals corresponding to 90% and 95% levels of confidence for the mean using 

a t statistic mth 11 degrees of freedom are adopted. Using the t distribution, 

however, gives the probability (a) that the rnean will not fall within the confidence 

inteml (Levin, 1981). In this case, there is either a 1096 chance (WX level of 

confidence) or 5% chance ( 95% ievel of confidence) that the population mean will 

not fall wMin the calcuiated ranges. 

Also, the confidence interval for the population variance is tested using the chi- 

square distribution with n-1 degiees of freedom. It is known that this distribution 

result is exact if the population is normal and is fiequently a good approximation 

even for non-normal populations (Levin, 1981). 



Tabk 7.3. ICD and VI pie-occupruicy â8ta 

Interconnedion density (CD) 
r 

2-00 
r 

2.28 

Standard deviation = 0.39 1 Standard deviation = 0.16 

Visibility index (VI) 

0.34 

0.31 

The data shown in Table 7.3 are for different levels of the terminals. There are no 

Average = 2.3 

enough data to consider the VI for the whole teminal. 

Average = 0.35 

W h  interval 
2.09 - 2.50 

W h  interval 
0.27 - 0.43 

9S0h interval 
2-00 - 265 

9S0k interval 
0.25 - 0.45 



7.6 Proporrd vaîurr of ICD and VI for diffemt LOS 

Values of LOS could be defined by; 

(1) VI alma, 

(2) ICD alone, and 

It is intended that, in al1 the cases, a reasonabie spread in values will be used to 

properiy delheate the LOS . The assembled values from the teminals' blueprints 

suggest that the values of VI cannot be too close to the ideal value of 1. The 

survey reported in Chapter 6 shows mat, in spite of the low values of VI, few 

respondents reported having problems wayfnding. However, as the suwey was 

being canied out in Calgary International and LaOuardia, sme terminal usen 

came to ask for directions. 

We seek to relate the LOS to the spread in the means as defined by standard 

deviations. A mean value that falls between the confidence intewal will be chosen 

as a point estimate for the population mean. A proportion of the standard deviation 

that falls within the range of the confidence inteml for the standard deviation will 

be added or subtracted from the chosen mean to define the upper and lower limits 

of each LOS. 



7.6.1 Case 1: VI alone 

H the range of values of VI for each LOS is detennined by the calculated value of 

standard deviation, the folbwing may be proposed as setisfying the upper and 

lower limits of the 90% confidence intenml. A VI value of 0.4 is within the 90% 

confidence interval of the mean while a standard deviation value of 0.12 also lies 

within the same acceptable region. 

Using 314 std (0.12) and a man d 0.4 

LOS A > 0.58 Well above average 

0.46 < LOS B s 0.58 Above average 

0.34 < LOS C < 0.46 Average 

0.22 c LOS 0 < 0.34 Below average 

LOS E c 0.22 Well below average 

These values appear to be masonable because al1 the LOS are well defined and 

both the point mean and standard deviation are within the confidence lirnits of the 

population parameters. The use of one standard deviation to define the range may 

result in an LOS D value starhg as low as 0.12. When the VI is as low as 0.12, 

visual access is very limited and that may not qualify as a level of service that is 

just below average. 



7.6.2 Case 2i= CD al- 

üsingmrtdOAuwlipdntmngmd23. 

TaMe 7.3 shows that the mean vatue of ICD is 2.3 and its standard deviation is 

0.39. A W h  confidence intenml shows that the mean can be between 2.09 and 

2.50 and mat the standard deviation can be between 0.29 and 0.61. It is therefore 

decided that a mean value of 2.3 and a standard deviation of 0.4 be chosen to 

delineate the ranges of LOS. A mean value of 2.3 is msidered appropriate for a 

moderately compkx setting. When onîy about 2 corridors are attached to each 

decision point. the probability of taking a wrong turn is about 0.5. This should not 

present a big problem, especially if the wayfinder has been well oriented prior to 

getting to that decision point. The values of ICD for each LOS will be as follows. 

LOS A c 1.7 

1.7 <LOS B e2.1 

2.1 <LOSC 42.5 

2.5 < LOS D < 2.9 

LOS E > 2.9 

Well above average 

Above average 

Average 

Below average 

Well below average 

7.7 LOS ddmd by A, 8, C 

The letters A, 6. and C correspond to Good, Tolerable and Bad levels of semece 

as suggested by Mumayiz and AsMord (1988). The mean value of VI could be 

taken as 0.4 and the standard deviation as 0.2. while the mean of ICD could 
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remain at 2.3 and its -dard deviatbn cou# be taken as 0.6. The range of 

values for VI and CD that conespond to each level of service couki be definecl as 

follows. 

Tabk 7.4. V a l w  d VI and ICD for LOS 4 B and C. 

LOS 1 VI 1 ICD 

The classification of LOS in Table 7.5 does not seern to reffect the realities of field 

observations. When VI is as high as 0.5, the wayfinders are expected to be able 

to find hislher way very easily. Such a sluation can hardly be described as 

tolerable. For the lower value of 0.3 (LOS B) for VI. some wayfinding problems 

rnay edst. The terminal rnay not be described as bad for wayfinding if the VI is 

0.3. In fad, many of the tenninal floors have VI slightly less or slightly greater than 

0.3. This value rnay only suggest that some actions rnay have to be taken to 

improve wayfinding. 

An ICD value of 2.6 rnay not lead to a very complex terminal. It means that there 

are about equal numbers of choice points having 2 and 3 corridors attached to 

them, which rnay not necessaiüy result in a tenninal h which wayfinding is difficult. 

The teminal rnay ôe considered very complex if the ICD is greater than 3. An ICD 

value of 2 rnay not be considered as merely tolerable, since it represents a floor 



plan wiai very few choices to be made at aie deciskn points. 

Using this classification would not allow an improvement to the terminal ?O be 

easily evaluated. The spread between the diierent LOS is too wide even if the 

semantic is understandable. The thme levels of senrice seem to be tm confining 

and do not albw for 6 l i n a t i o n  between 'good' and Wry good' and between 

'very and 'excellenr. the tenns which people am apt to use to describe 

quality oQ se~ce.  

7.8 Discussion 

This chapter has assembled available VI and ICD data and proposed levels of 

seMce values based on these measures. ï'he combined measum is corisidered 

better in defining levels of service. The use of both measures is consistent with the 

knowledge that a high visibility index coupled with a low inter-connection density 

will give an easy to navigate buiit environment. 

The values proposeci are based deiy on available data Experience with field 

survey has. however, shown that it is going to be very di8ficult to get a VI value 

that is very close to unity. The impracticality of a very high VI value and the low 

percentage of terminal users who have reported getang lost or having a wayfinding 

problem indicate that a terminal whose VI and ICD are moderate may give a 

satisfadofy wayfinding experience to Is users. 
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There is no method avaiiable yet to cakuiate the ICD of a whole terminal. The 

values of VI akne may have to be urod when assmsing the LOS of the whole 

terminal. 

!CD is not eqmcted to change significantly after the building has been occupied, 

where as VI may change. VI therefore, has a more important role to play in 

defining orientation LOS et he  post occupancy stage of a terminal: 

7.9 C m  Study 

Some of the proposais contained in this research were tested at the Vancouver 

International Airport. The test was necessary to check the improvement of the new 

mode1 over aie old one. It is also useful in confiming sorne of the conclusions that 

have been drawn about the new model. 

The improved questionnaire helps in detemining the ftaction of terminal users who 

use a particular wayfinding aid. This should provide useful information for the 

terminal managers. If a lot of people ask for direction, there must be something 

wong with either the teminal iayout or the signage system. 

Vancouver International has a cuived pier finger configuration. It has 40 gates 

arranged on either sides of its four fingers (Figures 7.2 and 7.3). Domestic 

passengers are processed through piers A, 6, and C, Mile the US and the 
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international passengeo are processed through one half of the fourth pier. A total 

of 32 airlines operate out of this terminal. In 1996, the tenninal processeâ about 

14 million passen- and the pmjecüon for 1997 is about 16 million. The terminal 

is among the top 100 airports in the world. About 5 million international passengen 

passed through it in 1894. 

Vancouver International Airport was chosen because of its new international wing. 

The international wing is joined to the old terminal (now domestic) at the 

departures level. The international (including US) and the domestic arrivals levels 

are completely separated from each other. There is no sign at either of the arrivals 

levels that infonns the terminal users of the way to navigate between the two 

arrivals kvels. Users who are famifiar with the terminal know that they have to 

either go out and walk to aie other arrivais level or go up to the departures level, 

walk to the other teminal ama and descend to the arrivals level. 

The non-existence of visual access and information between the arrivals levels 

complicates wayBnding in this terminal. The presence of a lower level that ~ O U S ~ S  

baggage services. a restaurent. a nursing room, and a lost and found office is 

hardly announced to the terminal users. There is only one sign in the terminal that 

directs users to the facilities at the lower level and it is hiclden behind a column. 

The level seems completely isdeted from the ?est of the tenninal building. 
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A total of 113 teminal users were suweyed between RW am and 7:00 pm an 

Friday the 3rd of January, 1997. C h  to 8996 of the respondents were travelling 

for pleasure whiie only 1 1 % wre business travellers About 44% were depafting. 

21 % transferring. 13% a m .  22% were either meeting or seeing off. Seventeen 

percent of the respondents were fimt timers at the temiinal while 28% have used 

the teminal more than four times in a year. 

About 40% of the people suiveyed had either been to the terminal once or had 

never been there. That is a sizeable number of users. There is a need to consider 

that first t h e  uses are likely to have proMerns unless they are acmpanied by 

uses who are familiar with the terminal. Those who go the airport about once a 

year are also likely to forget where certain actMties are iocated wmin the terminal. 

There must therefore be a teminal information system that takes cognisance of 

the problems that these people may face. 

The survey cleariy demonstrates that the terminal presents a wayfinding problem 

to many of its u m .  Twelve percent of the respondents said they have been lost 

at the terminal, and over 25% said they have had difîcuty finding their way within 

the terminal. About 19% relied entirely on asking for directions. while over 31 % of 

the respondents used both signs and asking people to find their way. Over 16% 

of the respondents said il was either difficult or very difficult to find their ways 

within the terminal. These results are show in Tables 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7. 



Tabie 7.5. Wayfinding difficulty 

Table 7.7. Eaw of waflnding 

Have you (ever) been Iost at this 
ai- 

What did you use to find your way within this terminal? 

Have you ever had any diiculty 
fric&g your way in this terminal? 

Yes 

11.7% 

The post occupancy visibility index (VI) was calculated using both Braaksma and 

Cook's (1 980) moâel and the new model. There is a significant difference between 

aie values obtained using the two models as shown in Tables 7.8 and 7.9. The 

departures level has a VI value of 0.26 as compared to 0.10 under the Braaksma 

and Cook's model. The ICD of the departures hall is 2.65, making it the most 

complex of the four halls in the terminal. 

Yes 

25.5% 

No 

88.3% 

Nothing 

Ph 

How easy was it for you to find your way within this terminal? 
L 

Under the proposed LOS, the departufes level will operate at LOS D. A LOS E will 

be obtained if the Seneviratne and Martel (1994) proposai is adopted. 

No 

74.S0h 

Signs 
69Oh 

Mal= 
6Oh 

Very easy 1 Easy 
I 

25.5Oh 58.2% 

Asking 

31 % 

Difficult 

15.5% 

Very difficult 

0.9% 



VI (1) is the visibility index using Bmdcsma and Cook (1980) 
VI (2) is the visibility index using the proposed method 

Hall 
L 

International arrivals 
1 

Domestic artivals 
L 

level 1 
1 

Combined departures 

Table 7.9. Cornparison of LOS bsseâ on VI 

VI (1) 

0.36 

0.39 

0.46 

0.10 

LOS (1) is the level of seivice using Senevirame and Martel (1994) 
LOS (2) is the level of senrice using the proposed method. 

Since the suwey shows that rnany people have problems finding their way in the 

terminal, it was decided to find the combined VI of the terminal so that some light 

can be shed on the problem. The VI of separate halls within the terminal are high 

(LOS B), except for the departures level (LOS O). When these halls are evaluated 

as a unit, and the effect of bvel changes and number of signs are ignored, the VI 

dropped to 021. When the effects of level changes and directional signs are 

factored in, the Vl dropped to 0.17. The mole terminal therefore operates at LOS 

E, which may explain why wayfinding is a problem. 

Hall 

C 

International anivais 
I 

Domestic amvals 
, 

Level 1 

VI (2) 

0.55 

0.53 

0.61 

0.26 

ICD 

1 -87 

1.87 

1 -7 

2.65 

ICD 

1.87 

1.87 

1.7 

2.65 

Braaksma and Cook 

0.10 lÏ Ë 1 0.26 [ D 1 

Proposed 

VI 

0.36 

0.39 

0.46 

VI 

0.55 

0.53 

0.61 
- -- - -- 

LOS (1) 

C 

C 

6 - 

LOS (2) 

6 
1 

6 

A 
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Attempting to improve the LOS of each hall is not the best sduüon hem, since 

most of them almady operate at LOS B. H a t  is needed is information about the 

other Roors and increased vlsibilky of the points d ievel change. The overall 

visibility of the terminal b dependent on the visibiiii of aie points of b e l  change. 

The more piaces that can be seen frorn stairs, escalators and elevators, and the 

more piaces from which the level change elements can be seen. the better the 

overall visual connecth within aie terminal. 

7.10. Recornmendations 

In order to improve the overall wayfinding in oie terminal and in particular at the 

departures level, the following recommendations are proposed. 

Provide reassurance signs perpendicular to the flow of human trafic in the 

domestic terminal to lead users from pien A and 6 to Piers D and E. 

01 the seven signs available to lead usen from the US departures to the dornestic 

end of the hall, only two have washroom information on them. Provide washroom 

signs on both sides of al1 the seven signs. 

It is diffcult to locate baggage carrousel number 12 because of its location (on the 

departures level), which is contrary to expectation. Since this baggage daim device 

was locateû aiere to ease the proMems of passengers who are transferring to US 
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flights. its presence should be well announced. ûoiâ signs must iead passenpers 

from al1 parts of the teminal to baggage daim numkr 12. Presently aie signs 

advertising it are very maIl and explain very liik to the terminal users. 

The escalator which links the international arrhmls with the departures level. though 

enjoying a high visibility from the arrivals level, it is largely obscured at the 

departufes level. Signs must dl attention to it. This escalator is also obstructed 

by a bar. The bat may be redesigned to albw visuel access to the escalator. 

There is a need to cal1 attention to the anivals level from the US and international 

departures level. This may remove the confusion which is caused by the 

separation of the domestic and the international arrivals levels. 

The use of the word 'Canada8 on the signs should be replaced by the word 

'domestic'. Users are more likely to understand domestic as the opposite of 

international. 

In the departufes level of the domestic wing. the use of the word 'Canada' should 

be given l e s  prominence in order to give the necessary attention to the anivals 

levels. a destination which the usen may be seeking at the point where the sign 

is located. 



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATiONS 

8.1 Condusions 

An objective tool is necessary to emluate the ease of wayfinding in buiit 

environments. especially airpott tenninals, because of the time wnst raints that 

some users may be subjected to. The pioneer work of Braaksma and Cook (1980) 

formed the foundational basis for this research. Some modifications and 

methodologies of data collection were proposed so that the Visibility Index 011) 

may model the ease of wayfinding more accurately and be able to account for the 

rnulti-level and multi-terminal nature of most medium to large airports. 

The original model does not account for the visibility of the point at which 

observation is king taken. The proposed mode1 accounts for it by increasing the 

value of the available Iine of sight by the number of activity centres. 

The effects of distance, number of decision points or number of directional signs, 

and number of level changes on wayfinding were investigated. It was found that 

the slowness, called tarde which wayfinders experience is partly dependent on 

the nurnber of level changes and nurnber of decision points. Also, level change 
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was fwnd to have a much greater negative impact on wayfmding than same-level 

decision points. A relationship was developed to account for these variables. This 

relatranship. cailed $, was then incorporated into oie VI equation. 

The advantage of this method is in its abilii to afford a continuous evaluation of 

muClevel and multi-terminal airports. The existhg method uses aie average of the 

VI from different levels because of the unavailability of visual access between 

floors and between sub-teminals. If a route has to be evaluated for its ability to 

take a wayfinder to destinations along the route. $ could be used to assess the 

reduction in visual a a s s  that wayfinders may experience. As the value of kij 

decreases, the prqmnsity to have wayfinding dHcuity is expected to increase. 

The accurate evaluaüon of the terminal VI is contingent on careful data collection. 

For continuity to be assured, usen must be informed about other levels or 

teminals. They must also be led to the points of level or terminal change. It is 

incumbent on the data collector to ensure that a sign inventory is properly taken. 

In addition to that. there is need for the data collector to be able to assess the 

adequacy of signage along a visual route. Once there is a discontinuity of signage, 

visual connedion is automatically broken and the value of the sight line should be 

recorded as zero. Also, if the signage $ pregent but does not lend &self to 

adequate legibility, the sight line should be recorded as zero. As has been said in 

Chapter Three, the mere presence of a sign does not assure the visibility or the 
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knowledge of the location of an activity centre. It is the legibility and the readabnity 

of the sign that effectively bring an activii centre to a amal location or 

communkate the presence of an acthrity centre. 

The weights of 32 airport terminal secondary acüvitis were detemiined. Tosic and 

Babic (19û4) suggested that the weigM be cktermined by using the fraction of 

users that patronizeû an activity centre during the suwey period. This method 

produces zero weights for activity centres that were not visited during the suwey 

period. 

The method used in this research circumvented that problem by asking terminal 

usen to rate the importance of the secondary activities on a scale of 1 to 4. me 

values were then nonalized to produce a weight for each secondary activity 

centre. The actMty centres were also ranked. There is a high correlation between 

the rankings done by wers at four of the airports that were studied. This implies 

that a large amount of data may be collectecl for this part of the sunrey at one 

airport. 

The weighting of secondary activiües should help the planners determine the 

dqree of wayfinding attention that should be given to a particular activity centre. 

The higher the value of wi for an adivity centre, the more the attention, either in 

fom of signing or location that should be given to that activity centre. 



Although ranking pfoduces the hierarchy of impoitance, it does not give the 

planner a good idea of how important one actMty centre is relative to another. 

Therefore, the weights of the activity centres in conjunction with othec architectural 

considerations should be used in deciding on signing and/or location of secondary 

activity centres. 

The factor wi was included in the new VI mode1 as suggested by Tosic and Babic 

(1 964) and is considered sufficient at taking care of the relevancy of sight lin8 that 

was discussed in Chapter Three. The reason is, secondary activities do not have 

any particular order or sequence of use. However, if only primary activities are 

being evaluated. the empkyment of relevancy of sight lines will be in order. 

The relationship between VI and ICD (inter-conneclion density) was explored. It 

was found that the value of presccupancy VI c m  be obtained by detemiining the 

ICD of a floor plan. The higher aie ICD, the lower the value of VI. Also, about 50% 

of the value of VI can be explaineci by the number of activity centres in a complex 

building. The research show that there is a decreasing relationship between the 

pieoccupancy VI and the number of activity centres. 

fhe predicüon of preoccuupacy VI by either ICD or the number of activity centres 

should be helpful in determining the effects of changes to floor plans on 

wayiinding. The determination of VI either at pre or post-occupancy stages is time 
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consuming. Using the reiab'msh@ betrveen ICD and VI or the number of activity 

centres and VI will cut the the needod to determine VI after changes are made 

to the fioor plan or when activity centres are added or removed fiom the terminal. 

VI was used to compare the ease of wayfinding arnong various generic terminal 

configurations. A centralued radial pier finger temiinal was found to have the 

highest value of VI for both fm and one hundred gaie tenninals. This can be 

explainecl by the fact that centralized radial tenninals have fewer fingers than other 

types of pier finger tenninals (paralid pier), and do not necessan'ly require a 

different access mode to get to aie gates (fernote piers and satellite). 

It was proposed to measure the fevel of s e ~ * c e  (LOS) that an airport terminal 

offers its users based on orientation. Fwe lems A ta E are suggested to describe 

these levels of service. A level of service A is considerd to be well above 

average. LOS 6 is above average, LOS C is average. LOS D is below average 

and LOS E is considered well bebw average. The three letters A to C proposed 

by Ashford and Mumiyaz (1986) for describing LOS in airport temiinals were also 

considered. 

The values of VI and ICD wrresponding to each definitian of LOS were proposed. 

It was found that Hie values of VI suggested by Seneviratne and Martel (1 994) for 

different LOS may not be appropriete, especially for medium and large tenninals. 
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The LOS A defined by values of VI greater than 0.9 may be very dMcuit to attain. 

The letters A to E appeared to show a better discn'mination than letters A to C. It 

is therefwe suggested that the LOS based on orientation be indhted by lette= 

A through E. In using letters A airough E, the means of the calculated VI and ICD 

were made to correspond to LOS C. m e r  LOS descriptions were separated frorn 

LOS C by a fraction of the standard deviations of both the VI and the CD. The 

combined use of ICD and VI to assess LOS rnay only be applicable to different 

levels of the terminal because there is no method yet of calculating the ICD of the 

whole terminal. To assess the LOS of the whole terminal, only the VI may be used. 

Aithough software may be developed to calculate VI and ICD and detemine the 

LOS, any of the available spreadsheets were found to be adequate. Field data on 

visual connection c m  be collected only by notmg the activity centres that are 

visually perceptible. This method has been found to cut the tirne needed for data 

collection frorn a week to about 2 days for a medium sized airport. 

There is a need to cdlect more data from some of the smaller and bigger airports 

so that a more representative sample can be assembled. These data will allow foi 

a cornparisan to be made between the large, medium and smail tenninals. This is 

also expected to produce more accurate mean values for both VI and ICD. 
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Data may be coliected from three dimensional drawings of airport terminais. Most 

airports have these drawings in Autocad but unkeiy to reIease it to the public for 

security reasons. A walk through study of a 3D drawing will cut the cost of data 

collection &m. as most of the work will be done on the desictop. 

It will be intmsting to inwstigate te eff8Cf of a well positiaied electronic 

wayfinding information centre on the ease of wayfinding. 80th information-booth 

and teminaknap board rank very high among the secondary activiües. That 

implies that a well designed and well positioned unmanned information booth may 

enhance wayfinding. 

To maximize VI, more important activities should be centrally located. If these 

activity centres have to be in an enclosure, the casing should be made of a see 

through material such as glass or Perspen The activity centres may be left 

unenclosed above the counter bel .  

Signs may be considerd for water fountain as users rank it as one of the more 

important secondary activities. Presentiy, no attention whatsoever is paid to this 

convenience. Most times aiey blend with their backgrounds and are usually sited 

so low that visual access to them is almost impossible. 

Since ais study considers only able badied people, it should also be extended to 
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account for the d i i l e d .  It shouid be possible to quantitatively assess the level of 

senrice that a tenniiul building will piov#e to its disaMd usen. Works in this area 

have been Ihited to design iecommendatlons from the experts. A method of 

assessing the worI&i&y of terminal designs for the dihabled needs to be evolved. 

The method of wayfinding andysis devekped in this research may be extended 

to other cornplex buildings such as rnalls and parkades. A research to adapt this 

method to the characteristics of these other buildings should be undertaken. 
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3 Why are you at the aiipory! 
, Deparong: - Aniving: Transfemng: , Meeting: , Seeing off: , ôthers(specify) 

4 Is #ii your first the at this airport? - Yes: - No 

6 Have y w  (WH) beeri bst in this terminai? , Yes: - No 

7 Please rate the fdlowïng saviœs@hces frm 1 to 4 in order of mit impotance 
4 = very important, 3 = important, 2 = not important, 1 = very unimportant 

, Coin change machine 
- Automatic business machine 
- Letter W o s t  office 
- Flight information m o n b  
, AirpoR tanninal map board 
- Infocmation boom - Tic? sale counter 
- M i e s  offices - Lost and found office 
- Locker 
- Instant photo 
, VIP lounge 
- Cusbms office 
, Immigration office 
- Shoe shine stall -- w-sriecity) 



4 Have yw (wer) been kst in this terminal? - Yes: - No 

5 Do you have any difficulty finding your way in this terminal? - Yes: - No 

6 How did you find your way within this tsmiinal? 
, Si: - Map: , Asking people 

7 How easy is it for you b find your way within this terminal? - Vecy ea9y: , Easy: - diftcult: - Vey difficuît 

8 Age - 18-25: - 26-35: - 36-50: - 51-65: - wer 65 

9 Gender: - Male: - Female 

10 Plesse rate the fdkwing 
' 

from 1 to 4 in order of aieir importance 
4 = very hportanf 3 = immimportant, 1 = vsry unhnportant 

- Coin diange machine - Autamatic business machine - Letter West office - flight information motlitor - Airpoit temiinal map board - Information booth - Ticket sale counter - A i r l i i  offices - L a t  and found office - Lacker - instant photo - VIP kunge - Chapüprayer tom - Shoe shine stall 
- Others (pis specify and give rating) 



2 What is the pu- of your trip? 
B u s i n e s s :  P h s u r e  

3 1s this your first time at this airparti, , Yes: - No 

4 If answer to 3 is NO, how frequenüy do you corne hem? - -, T wice&eac , Wice&8at= , Fwr/year: - More than four b'rnes/iear 

5 Have you (ww) been kst in this temiinai? - Yes: - No 

6 Have you (ww) had any diRy finding your way in ü h  temiinal? - Yes: - No 

7 What d# you use to find your way wiîhin this temiinai? 
Notning: - Signs: - Map: - Asldng peopie 

8 How easy is it for you to find your way within this terminai? 
- Very easy: , Easy= , difficutt - Very â i i l t  

9 Age (optimal): - 18-25: - 26-35: - 36-50: - 51-65: - wer 65 

10 Gendec - Maie: - femaie 

11 Please rate the folbmmng s~~ (rom 1 to 4 in ordei of gidr importance 
4 = v e r y h ~ 3 = ~ ~ n t , 2 = m t i m p o R a n t 1 = v e r y u n ~ p o i t a n t  

, cumw -=we 
, Coin change machine - Automatic business machine 
, Letter baPost office - flight information monitor 
,AirpoRtemiinal mapboard - lnfwmation booth - Ticket sale counter - A l j i i  offices - Lost and found office - Locker 
Jf-ntPhQtO 
, VIP iounge 
, Chapeyxaiyw r o m  - Shoe shine stail 
, Banking machine 
, ûthers (pis. specify and give tating) 




